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Preface
The Baltic conference on databases and information systems is a bi-annual international 
forum for technical discussion among researchers and developers of databases and 
information systems. The objective of the conference is to bring together researchers, 
practitioners, and PhD students in the ﬁ elds of advanced database and information systems 
research. Besides evolution of the classic database and MDA techniques, the papers 
submitted this year highlight also interest into following research areas: distributed and 
web-based systems, attention to security and industry standards, striving towards use 
of ontologies and natural language processing techniques. The 9th International Baltic 
DB&IS 2010 Conference held this year is hosted by University of Latvia (Riga, July 
5-7, 2010).
The doctoral consortium solicited submissions on research-in-progress that is meant to 
lead to a PhD dissertation. The goal of the consortium is to provide doctoral students with 
independent constructive criticism through written reviews of the program committee 
members as well as through providing the discussion forum with senior scientists and 
other doctoral students.
In contrast to contributions to the main conference track, submissions to the doctoral 
consortium are allowed to concentrate on the overall goals of the doctoral thesis rather 
than on single technical results. Meanwhile mere ideas and statements of intent were not 
deemed sufﬁ cient for acceptance.
Out of 13 papers from 5 countries submitted the program committee accepted 8 papers. 
Each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers, which judged the submissions with 
respect to originality, quality, and consistency with the topics of the conference. The 
ﬁ nal doctoral consortium program is the result of the constructive work of the following 
Program Committee members:
Irina Astrova, Estonia 
Guntis Barzdins, Latvia
Janis Barzdins, Latvia
Janis Bicevskis, Latvia
Juris Borzovs, Latvia 
Albertas Caplinskas, Lithuania
Dale Dzemydiene, Lithuania 
Mirjana Ivanovic, Serbia 
Ahto Kalja, Estonia
Audris Kalnins, Latvia 
Marite Kirikova, Latvia
Peep Küngas, Estonia 
Audrone Lupeikene, Lithuania 
Saulius Maskeliunas, Lithuania 
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The Speciﬁ c Text Analysis Tasks at the Beginning of 
MDA Life Cycle
Armands Šlihte
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, 
Institute of Applied Computer Systems, Riga Technical University
armands.slihte@rtu.lv
Abstract. This paper recognizes the computation independent nature of a Topological 
Functioning Model (TFM) and suggests it to be used as the Computation Independent Model 
(CIM) within Model Driven Architecture (MDA). To step towards the completeness of MDA 
and enable the automation of system analysis the Topological Functioning Model for Model 
Driven Architecture (TFM4MDA) method is considered. A project of implementing TFM4MDA 
as a TFM Tool is suggested to enable artiﬁ cial intelligence in system analysis and software 
development. The main components of the tool are a TFM Fetcher for system’s informal 
description analysis, TFM Editor and TFM Transformer for TFM to UML transformation. This 
paper discusses the speciﬁ c text analysis tasks at the beginning of MDA life cycle and the 
implementation challenges of the TFM Fetcher component.
Keywords: Topological Functioning Model, Model Driven Architecture, Language Processing, 
Meta-Object Facility, Query/View/Transformation
1 Introduction
Software development is a complex process. Every software development project 
is unique. However in most cases the abstractions or models of the information systems 
to be developed may be at least similar if not the same. Software developers are often 
busy with coding similar structures and procedures; the development process becomes 
somewhat inefﬁ cient. Moreover software development is expensive and there are many 
risks that stakeholders have to take in account. The industry of software development 
has been approaching and dealing with these issues in different ways.
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) proposes software development to abstract from 
the code as the uppermost of the functionality of the information system to the model 
of the information system [1].  That means that ﬁ rst an information system’s model is 
developed and then it is transformed into a ready-to-use information system or at least 
a ready-to-implement framework of the system. Changes and additions also are made 
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, UNIVERSITY OF LATVIA, 2010. Vol. 757
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using the model. The purpose of MDA is to enable software development using the 
models of an application and generating the source code from these models.
MDA is a software development framework which deﬁ nes 3 layers of abstraction for 
system analysis: Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model 
(PIM), and Platform Speciﬁ c Model (PSM). MDA is based on 4 level architecture and the 
supporting standards: Meta-Object Facility (MOF), Uniﬁ ed Modeling Language (UML), 
and XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [2]. Moreover, Query/View/Transformation 
(QVT) is a standard for model transformation, which is also a critical component of 
MDA [3].
TFM offers a formal way to deﬁ ne a system by describing both the system’s functional 
and topological features [3]. TFM is represented in the form of a topological space (X, 
Θ), where X is ﬁ nite set of functional features of the system under consideration, and Θ 
is the topology that satisﬁ es axioms of topological structures and is represented in the 
form of a directed graph [5]. TFM represents the system in its business environment and 
shows how the system is functioning, without details about how the system is constructed. 
TFM4MDA method suggested in [5] and developed in Riga Technical University allows 
system’s TFM to be composed by having knowledge about the complex system that 
operates in the real world. This paper suggests using TFM as CIM by composing it using 
TFM4MDA; acquiring a mathematically formal and thus transformable CIM.
This paper analyses the speciﬁ c text analysis tasks at the beginning of MDA life 
cycle and provides solutions to these tasks. The ﬁ rst task is deﬁ ning a formal data 
structure for the knowledge about the system. TFM4MDA assumes that this knowledge 
can be presented as an informal description of the system with text in natural language. 
But such an informal description is far too complex and redundant for a formal analysis. 
Another task is to create a formal method or an algorithm for constructing a TFM 
by analyzing this knowledge about the system. The basic building blocks of the data 
structure representing the knowledge about the system will be a sentence in natural 
language, so language processing methods will have to be applied.
The long-term goal of this work is to improve TFM4MDA method and to develop 
a TFM Tool which would fully implement this method. MDA tools mainly focus on 
requirements gathering, domain modeling, and code generation [6], not offering a way 
for deﬁ ning a formal CIM. This tool starts a new direction of MDA tools by offering 
construction of a formal CIM and applying elements of artiﬁ cial intelligence for system 
analysis and software development. The development of such a tool is a complex and a 
large scale project, which requires dealing with several issues. This paper talks about the 
issues related to the task of implementing a TFM Tool.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes related work, discussing 
the TFM4MDA method and other approaches dealing with the transformation of an 
informal description of a system to a formal model. Section 3 describes the speciﬁ c 
text analysis tasks at the beginning of MDA life cycle. Section 4 provides a solution 
for representing the knowledge about a system in a formal way and shows an example. 
Section 5 addresses the task of retrieving functional features from use cases by applying 
language processing methods. Section 6 deﬁ nes a method for retrieving topology from 
use cases and demonstrates it. Conclusions summarize the work done and explain the 
signiﬁ cance of further research.
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2 Related Work
This work continues research on computation independent modeling and speciﬁ cally 
on TFM4MDA started in [3], [5], [7] and [8]. As stated in [5] an informal description of 
the system in textual form can be produced as a result of system analysis. TFM4MDA 
proposes an approach for transforming this system’s informal description into a TFM 
of the system. The concept of the TFM Tool is described in author’s earlier work [9]. 
A MOF-compatible metamodel of the TFM and the development of a TFM Editor 
component is also described in [9].
TFM4MDA consists of the following steps: 1) retrieving the system’s objects and 
functional features by analyzing the informal description of a system; 2) constructing a 
TFM’s topological space using the retrieved system’s objects and functional features; 
3) constructing a TFM’s topological graph using its topological space; 4) verifying the 
functional requirements by mapping them to the corresponding functional features; 5) 
transforming TFM to UML (a speciﬁ c formal UML proﬁ le). The approach described in 
[5] still deﬁ nes some structure of the informal description, thus making it semi-formal. 
This paper will introduce more formalism into TFM4MDA’s conception of an informal 
system’s description. 
There have been other attempts to transform an informal description of a system to 
a formal model. Approach proposed in [10] suggests generating implementation from 
textual use cases. This approach uses statistical parser on use cases and by analyzing 
the parse trees compose so called Procases for further use in implementation generation. 
Procases can be thought of as a formal model of requirements.
Another approach ReDSeeDs [11] deﬁ nes software cases to support reuse of 
software development artifacts and code in a model driven development context. This 
approach is very formal and it depends on writing the software cases very precisely by 
adding speciﬁ c meaning to every word or phrase of software case sentences.
The Use Case Driven Development Assistant (UCDA) tool’s methodology follows 
the IBM Rational Uniﬁ ed Process (RUP) approach to automate the class model generation 
[12]. It starts with analyzing the requests of stakeholders and identiﬁ es actors and use 
cases. From there the tool can generate the system’s use case diagram, class diagram, 
collaboration diagram, and other artifacts. The tool uses natural language parsing to 
achieve this. This methodology deals only with identifying use cases, but not how they 
operate. The steps of the main scenario or the basic ﬂ ow of events have to be deﬁ ned 
manually.
Linguistic Assistant for Domain Analysis (LIDA) processes text to help the analyst 
identify the objects and model elements. By also providing a model editing environment 
the model elements are reﬁ ned through a validation process [13]. This approach provides 
a very handy toolset for a system analyst, but the models still have to be manually 
constructed. 
Approach suggested in this paper provides a way to automatically acquire a formal 
model from knowledge about the system. Deﬁ ning this knowledge and then validating 
the model are done manually by the system analyst. TFM4MDA is devised to enable 
artiﬁ cial intelligence methods in software development; after deﬁ ning the knowledge 
about a system TFM4MDA would derive its meaning automatically by constructing 
a TFM.
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This paper also suggests textual use cases to be used for deﬁ ning requirements and 
as input for text analysis from which a TFM could be composed. Approach described 
in [10] uses their generated implementation for verifying software requirements and 
also to use the implementation as a platform to proceed with the development of the 
software.
3 Speciﬁ c Text Analysis Tasks
For a demonstration of the TFM4MDA method an example library system 
described in [5] is considered. This example will be used throughout the paper. For 
using TFM4MDA as described in [5] ﬁ rst we need an informal description of a system. 
Let us consider this fragment: “The librarian checks out the requested book from the 
book fund to a reader, if the book copy is available in the book fund.” This fragment is 
from [5]. Then the system analyst identiﬁ es system’s objects and composes functional 
features. The following system’s objects can be identiﬁ ed: a librarian, a book copy (a 
synonym is a book), a book fund, a reader. Every functional feature consists of an object 
action, a result of this action, an object involved in this action, a set of preconditions of 
this action, an entity responsible for this action, and subordination.
Using the given fragment of an informal description we can compose the following 
functional feature: 1) the action is checking out; 2) the result of this action is a book 
copy is checked out for a reader; 3) the object involved in this action is a book copy; 
4) a precondition of this action is that a book copy has to be available; 5) the entity 
responsible for this action is a librarian; 6) subordination is inner. These attributes of a 
functional feature are proposed in [5], but for an algorithm to retrieve them it is necessary 
for all these attributes to be represented in the informal description. It is possible that 
some of these attributes are absent – a result of the action or object involved in the 
action. For this reason attributes object action, a result of this action, an object involved 
in this action, are merged into one attribute – action. This makes the task of retrieving 
functional features by text analysis a little but easier.
Next step of the method is to construct a topological space of TFM, meaning that 
the analyst has to identify the cause-effect relations between the composed functional 
features, deﬁ ne the main functional cycle and verify functional requirements.
TFM Tool will support this process by providing a TFM Fetcher component for 
retrieving functional features automatically and allowing the user to correct initial 
functional features and cause-effect relations. In addition the tool will enable the user 
to manually point to the main functional cycle, deﬁ ne functional requirements, and 
check their conformity to the functional features. TFM Tool has to support a number 
of iterations back and forth between description and TFM Fetcher until the analyst has 
veriﬁ ed every functional requirement and set the main functional cycle. The user of the 
tool will be able to see the mapping between the description and TFM, and then correct 
any incompleteness, redundancy or inconsistency.
Where does an informal description of the system come from? The main idea 
is that this description contains the knowledge about the problem domain, but the 
representation of it might vary. There are a lot of different methodologies to support 
software development. All of them require some sort of requirements gathering process, 
which usually provides software requirements expressed in textual and diagram form. 
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Some of these methodologies are more formal others less formal, but in most cases 
textual and diagram requirements of the system can be considered as the knowledge 
about the problem domain. Constructing a formal model from text analysis is not a 
simple task. In a realistic case the description can probably be quite long, incomplete, 
redundant and inconsistent. To make this task a little easier the description of the system 
has to have some degree of formality. One of the most popular software development 
approaches today is use case driven software development. Use case driven software 
development provides a way to deﬁ ne knowledge about the problem domain in a more 
structured form than plain text. For this reason business use cases are considered as the 
system’s informal description.
4 Use cases
Use cases are not normalized or standardized by any consortium, unlike UML use 
case diagram by Object Management Group. Moreover, there are many different use 
case templates and the structure of a use case can be adjusted depending on the situation 
and the development team [14]. Usually use case structure can consist of the following 
or similar sections: use case identiﬁ er, description, actors, assumptions, steps, variations 
and non-functional requirements.
Fig. 1. Use cases for a library. This shows an example of business use cases for a library: 
arriving, registering, requesting a book and returning a book.
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In context of TFM Tool textual business use cases are considered the representation 
of knowledge about the system. The following structure of use case is considered: 
1) use case title, 2) actors, 3) pre-conditions, 4) main scenario, 5) extensions, and 6) 
sub-variations. Use case title shortly describes the use case; actors are a list of actors 
involved in the use case; pre-conditions deﬁ ne the conditions that must be in place before 
this use case starts; main scenario lists the speciﬁ c steps (written in natural language) 
that take place to complete the use case; extensions and sub-variations list deviations 
from the main success scenario - branch actions, with the difference that extensions are 
performed in addition to extended action, but sub-variations are performed instead of 
the extended action. This use case structure is very similar to that proposed in [10].
As you can see in Fig. 1, extensions and sub-variations are numbered as follows 1a., 
1a1, 1a2, etc. First number represents the step that is being extended or sub-variated, and 
the ﬁ rst step of extension or sub-variation always has a condition (if) that has to be true 
for the step to be executed.
Now a fromal data structure that can be used to represent the knowledge about 
a system is deﬁ ned. If there is a set of use cases that describe a working system, it is 
possible to process them with purpose of retrieving functional features.
5 Retrieving Functional Features
Functional features are represented by a tuple consisting of action, a set of 
preconditions of this action, an entity responsible for this action, and subordination [5]. 
As mentioned earlier an object action, a result of this action and an object involved in 
this action are merged into action because of the complexity of text analysis. One of the 
tasks of the TFM Fetcher component is to retrieve these functional features from use 
cases. 
Use cases are formed by sentences written in natural language. Every sentence, 
except title and actors, in a use case can be considered as a representation of a functional 
feature. Use case sentence can sometimes represent more than one functional feature. 
This can happen when sentence consists of more than one result of the action or 
objects involved in the action. Such an issue can be dealt with by analyzing sentence’s 
coordinating conjunctions. For example in Fig. 1, if 2nd and 3rd steps of use case 
“Requesting a book” are combined in one sentence “Librarian hands out a request form 
and client ﬁ lls the request form”. In this sentence the second reference to a request form 
could be replaced by a pronoun “it”. This should be taken into account. Moreover, the 
sentences of a use case should be written as simple and unambiguous as possible, but 
in realistic case this is not always possible. In the examples used in this paper use case 
step sentences are constructed to answer this question – who does what? For example, 
“Librarian checks out the book from book fund”. The verb phrase of the use case step’s 
sentence is considered the action. Moreover, use case’s actors will be considered as 
objects involved in the action and entities responsible for the action. The title can partly 
be considered as a functional requirement.
TFM Fetcher component has to be able to form the corresponding functional features 
by analyzing the use case sentences. For this purpose natural language processing 
methods have to be applied.
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Concrete syntax tree, or parse tree for short, will be used for the analysis of use 
case sentences. Parse tree is a tree that represents the syntactic structure of a sentence 
according to some formal grammar [15]. Parse trees are usually output of parsers, which 
can use different methods for ﬁ nding the right parse tree for the speciﬁ c sentence. 
The most efﬁ cient parsers are statistical parsers which associate grammar rules with 
probability. For example, use case sentences “Librarian checks out the book from book 
fund” and “Librarian creates a new reader account” will be parsed using The Stanford 
Parser [16]; results are shown in Fig. 2 By exploiting statistical parser it is possible to 
acquire the structure of the sentence, and thus analyze it.
Fig. 2. Parse trees of use case sentences. The abbreviations are Part-Of-Speech tags according 
to [17]: S – sentence, NP – noun phrase, VP – verb phrase, NNP – proper noun, singular, VBZ 
– verb, 3rd person singular present, DT – determinant (article), NN – noun singular or mass, 
PP – prepositional phrase, TO – “to”, PRT – particle phrase, RP – particle, IN – subordinating 
conjunction, JJ – adjective.
Let us analyze the ﬁ rst sentence in Fig. 2. First an action of the corresponding 
functional feature has to be identiﬁ ed. In this case it is the verb phrase (VP tag) of 
the sentence – “checks out the book from book fund”. It consists of the object action 
(checks), the result of the action (book) and object involved in the action (book fund). 
The responsible entity for the action can be determined by comparing the actors list of 
the use case and the noun phrase (NP tag). In this case the noun phrase is “Librarian” 
and there is “Librarian” in the actors list as well, so the entity responsible for the action 
probably is “Librarian”. Preconditions can be determined by analyzing the ﬁ rst steps of 
use case’s sub-variations and extensions. If the current functional feature is represented 
as the ﬁ rst step of use case main scenario, then one additional precondition will match the 
precondition of the use case itself. If current step has a sub-variation, then the functional 
feature represented by the next step will have a precondition that is the opposite of 
the sub-variation condition. For example, sub-variation “If book is not available in the 
book fund, librarian denies the book request form” will result in a precondition “Book 
is not available in the book fund” for functional feature “denies the book request form”, 
but an opposite precondition for functional feature “checks out the book from book 
fund”. Use case extensions deﬁ ne their own precondition; obviously the condition in 
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the extension’s sentence is the precondition of the functional feature represented, but 
the opposite precondition for the next step. Functional feature’s subordination can be 
determined only by the user of the TFM Tool.
By analyzing use case sentences it should be possible to derive functional features. 
It is important that TFM Fetcher considers functional features the same if they are 
represented by the same tuple. This means that no duplicate functional features are 
created and two or more use cases can include the representation of the same functional 
features.
6 Retrieving Topology
Once there is a set of functional features it is necessary for TFM Fetcher to retrieve 
the topology of TFM or cause-effect relations between functional features. The structure 
of use cases will help with this task.
First of all, every use case’s main scenario is an ordered sequence of functional 
features. Additionally, by analyzing the extensions and sub-variations it is possible to 
detect branching in a TFM. Extension adds an effect to the functional feature represented 
by the step referenced by the extension. On the other hand, sub-variation adds an 
effect to the functional feature represented by the previous step referenced by the sub-
variation. Therefore, the setting of cause-effect relations between functional features 
represented within the same use case is very straightforward. As you can see in Fig. 3 
the 4 main sequences of functional features come from main scenarios of use cases. As 
a demonstration of use case extension and sub-variation analysis consider functional 
features number 1 and 11. Functional feature number 1 has an additional effect because 
of the sub-variation 2a, but functional feature 11 has an additional effect because of the 
extension 4a.
A different task is setting the cause-effect relations between functional features 
fetched from different use cases. Precondition section of use cases are used to deﬁ ne 
this relation, because it contains the use case step which is the cause of the particular 
functional feature. For example, use case’s “Requesting a book” precondition is 
“Librarian authorizes reader status”, which is the 3rd step of use case’s “Arriving” 
main scenario. Moreover, as different use case sentences represent the same functional 
feature if their tuples conform, relation between different use cases can be fetched from 
extensions and sub-variations, too.
Fig. 3 shows the compliance between the steps of use cases and the fetched TFM. 
By analyzing the use cases it is possible to derive a TFM. TFM Tool will support several 
iterations back and forth between description and TFM Fetcher until the system analyst 
can verify every functional requirement. The mapping between use case sentences, 
functional features and TFM should be intuitively illustrated and easily editable, so 
that any incompleteness, redundancy or inconsistency could be corrected. The main 
functioning cycle must be deﬁ ned and set by the analyst. Cause-effect relation between 
functional features 13 and 2 in Fig. 3 is set by the system analyst for the completeness 
of main functioning cycle. It cannot be determined automatically.
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Fig. 3. This shows the topology use case steps in compliance with cause-effect relations between 
functional features. The bold arrows represent the main functioning cycle of TFM. Functional 
features of this example will not be listed in this paper.
7 Solution
This paper analyses the speciﬁ c text analysis tasks at the beginning of MDA life 
cycle: 1) deﬁ ning a formal data structure for the knowledge about the system; 2) 
retrieving functional features for TFM; 3) retrieving topology or cause-effect relations 
between functional features, thus constructing a TFM for the system. 
As discussed earlier, business use cases with a speciﬁ c template are used to deﬁ ne 
the knowledge about the system. This is a promising solution because use case driven 
development is widespread approach in software development. Another advantage is 
that a MOF compatible metamodel can be created for this use case template using XMI, 
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as well as for a TFM, which already is deﬁ ned in [9]. A statistical parser can be used for 
analyzing the sentences of use cases, and thus retrieving functional features for a TFM 
of the system. This is a straightforward task as long as the sentences of use cases are kept 
as simple as possible and in simple present tense. This is not always possible, so it is the 
task of system analyst to prevent incompleteness, redundancy or inconsistency of use 
case sentences. At last, for retrieving the cause-effect relations between these functional 
features the structure of the use cases is exploited. 
Fig. 4. This shows a scheme of the transformation between a set of use cases that describe 
a system and a TFM. The deﬁ nition of transformation itself is usecases2tfm which conforms 
to QVT.
So we have a metamodel of use cases (a set of use cases), a metamodel of TFM 
and a set of methods to transform use cases of a system into a TFM for that system. 
At this point MDA’s standard for model transformation QVT comes into the picture. 
The solution for the tasks deﬁ ned earlier can be expressed as an exogenous model 
transformation [3] with the help of QVT. QVT provides the necessary domain-speciﬁ c 
languages to deﬁ ne the transformation between use cases and TFM, including a QVT/
BlackBox mechanism for integrating existing non-QVT libraries or transformations like 
a statistical parser. The scheme of transformation is presented in Fig. 4. There are some 
workable implementations of QVT like Eclipse M2M.
8 Conclusions
This paper discusses the speciﬁ c text analysis tasks at the beginning of MDA life 
cycle in context of TFM4MDA method like deﬁ ning the knowledge about a system in 
a formal data structure, challenges of retrieving a formal model from this knowledge 
represented by use cases, implementing a workable transformation between a set of 
system’s use cases and its TFM.
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Nowadays software developers often are occupied with similar pattern application 
coding. MDA proposes to abstract from application source code to the model of the 
application as the main artifact in software development. Until now in MDA context 
everyone has his own opinion about what is a CIM. This paper suggests that TFM 
should be considered as the CIM of a system and proposes data structures and methods 
for fetching a TFM from system’s use cases. Thus a mathematically formal and 
transformable CIM of a system is acquired.
Further research is related to the evolution of the TFM Tool bringing its functionality 
closer to TFM4MDA. First thing in queue is implementing the TFM Fetcher. It has to be 
able to automatically retrieve functional features from its use cases by using a statistical 
parser and then by the use of model transformation transform use cases to a TFM of the 
system. For this task a metamodel for a set of these use cases have to be developed and 
a model transformation conformable to QVT.
Next task is to develop a TFM Transformer component which would transform 
TFM to UML conforming to TFM4MDA. As mentioned before it will probably be a 
special UML proﬁ le to keep all the valuable information of the TFM. So ﬁ rstly there 
is a need for a speciﬁ c TFM UML proﬁ le. Secondly Eclipse offers UML2 and UML2 
Tools which can be applied for dealing with TFM Tool’s problem of TFM to UML 
proﬁ le transformation. From this point it should be possible to generate some part of 
the system’s code.
With advancements of this TFM Tool research the completeness of MDA will 
improve. TFM4MDA provides a formal CIM and new horizons by partially automating 
and improving system analysis.
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Abstract. As software systems tend to play a major role in many areas of acti vity, the certiﬁ cation 
of these systems or even small software applications beco mes a task of growing importance [1]. 
Moreover, a software development life cycle itself is also considered as a matter of certiﬁ cation 
concern [2], especially with the emergence of new approaches. However, the main concern for 
a new approach is its acceptance from the side of the industry. In particular, the propo sal of 
Model Driven Architecture shifted the process of software development towards modeling [2]. 
The actual implementation of MDA as an approach still lacks the appropriate implementation 
framework, resulting in incompliance among software development tools. This article proposes 
a vision on conceptual framework to be used as a foundation for certiﬁ cation of MDA tools. In 
particu lar, this includes the development of certiﬁ cation schemes to assess the comp liance of the 
tools with incorporated standards from various perspectives.
Keywords: Model Driven Architecture, software development life cycle, certiﬁ cation, software 
development tools
1 Introduction
The continued integration of IT into various areas of activity facilitates the increase 
in dependence on the reliability, availability, and integrity of software systems [3]. Due to 
the overall complexity of modern hardware, software, and the ways of communica tion, 
the development of quality systems has become both a major scientiﬁ c and engineering 
challenge [3].
However, the veriﬁ cation of developed system is also a matter of high importance, 
especially in safety-critical software systems (e.g., in domain of civil aviation), where 
system failure must be avoided [3]. Veriﬁ cation process done by a developer cannot 
guarantee the appropriate level of quality for such systems; usually, a third party is 
also incorporated into veriﬁ cation. Furthermore, the third party should be independent 
(i.e., should not represent the supplier or the acquirer side) to produce an objective and 
complete judgment of the system. Thus, in order to approve that any speciﬁ c pro duct 
meets speciﬁ c requirements or conforms to particular standards, a certiﬁ cation procedure 
hold by an independent third party is carried out.
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Possible beneﬁ ts from certiﬁ cation procedure are the following: it offers more 
certainty about or conﬁ dence in developed software systems [3]. It helps in software 
sales, giving more conﬁ dence for prospective clients. Certiﬁ cation is also valuable, 
because the developer of the software can be sure that their system will operate in pre-
dictable way as speciﬁ ed in the standards [3].
Software development standards provide complex methods and approaches for de-
ﬁ ning, specifying, visualizing, and documenting the artifacts of software systems [4]. 
Furthermore, software tools have been developed to support these artifacts. Since the 
most current trend in software development is shifted towards modeling [2], the de-
velopment of software artifacts is being driven by models. In order to support the model-
driven trend, as well as to make sure, the process of modeling is done equally (i.e., same 
rules, notation, etc.), a branch of new standards for software modeling and architecture 
speciﬁ cations has been proposed [5]. Model Driven Architecture (MDA), introduced by 
OMG in 2001, covered a wide range of these speciﬁ cations [5].
However, the implementation of MDA approach is still challenging enough: there 
is a lack of information on how the support for MDA approach should be provided 
[2]. This results in incompliance with proposed standards, because each tool vendor 
implements these standards in his own way. Due to incompliance between software 
tools, a model of a software system created in one environment cannot be adequately 
used in another environment.
The original article contains a research on Model Driven Architecture, reviewing 
the MDA-oriented software development life cycle in the context of developing a 
quantiﬁ able certiﬁ cation scheme to assess the compliance of MDA support tools with 
OMG standards. The goal of the article is to propose a vision on conceptual frame work 
to be used as a foundation for certiﬁ cation of MDA tools. This article represents the 
most current state of the art in author’s doctoral studies.
In turn, the hypothesis intended to be proven in doctoral research is associated with 
the possibility to develop a quantiﬁ able certiﬁ cation scheme along with a set of rules and 
guidelines on how to assess the compliance among MDA support tools. The practical 
value of the research is the development of the certiﬁ cation scheme itself, including the 
appropriate framework, rules, and guidelines.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the background, as well 
as provides a brief review of related work. Section 3 outlines the vision on conceptual 
framework to be used for certiﬁ cation of MDA tools. Finally, Section 4 concludes the 
article and provides pointers to further work.
2 Background and Related Work
The idea lying behind the research is to provide a set of guidelines on the actual 
imp lementation of the MDA for the purpose of promoting it as a holistic approach for 
software development across the IT community. A branch of standards provided within 
MDA is deﬁ ned in a form of speciﬁ cation, meaning that the speciﬁ cation-based testing 
may be used as a basis for compliance assessment [4]. In particular, the conformance 
statement for CORBA provided by The Open Group [6] is done this way. In fact, the 
compliance itself is nothing else but the satisfaction of software implementation to the 
standard speciﬁ cation [4]. [4] comes with a idea of considering the compliance test 
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suite generation as a branch of constraint satisfaction problem, in which the ﬁ rst-order 
predicate is given and processed to ﬁ nd models that satisfy it. Following this work, 
instead of starting from a concrete set of constraints and trying to ﬁ nd the appropriate 
models, the construction (as well as the further classiﬁ cation) of all possible models is 
considered.
When it comes to development of a new certiﬁ cation scheme, the ﬁ rst and the fore-
most task is to deﬁ ne the object of certiﬁ cation [1]. According to [1], the following types 
of certiﬁ cation are possible:
─ Product certiﬁ cation (accordance with particular technical standard);
─ Process certiﬁ cation (accordance with ISO 9000 or similar standard);
─ Personnel certiﬁ cation;
─ Accreditation of certiﬁ cation bodies (the certiﬁ cation of certiﬁ ers).
[1] summarizes the study on various certiﬁ cation schemes and categorizes them into 
several groups, also providing a general structure of certiﬁ cation process itself, as well 
as presenting a new certiﬁ cation scheme used in space technology.
In fact, the type of certiﬁ cation procedure for current research can be determined 
as a combination of both the product and the process certiﬁ cation. Such a mixture of 
types will provide a more detailed outlook on various options to be considered in the 
certiﬁ cation scheme.
Basically, the former type of certiﬁ cation is considered, as software development 
tools (i.e., software products) are involved in the research. This may also include the 
speciﬁ cation of the most common features and options deﬁ ned to clarify the accor dance 
level of each tool from various perspectives (discussed in [2]).
As far as MDA-oriented software development life cycle represents the process, the 
latter type of certiﬁ cation should also be considered.
In order to provide a solid background for the certiﬁ cation scheme, as well as to 
clarify the means of the MDA tool as such, [7] is considered. [7] reviews the MDA 
approach within the variety of the CASE tools, which are proposed as supporting for 
MDA activities. The goal of the following research is to investigate the variety of the 
CASE tools, which are proposed as “MDA compliant,” in order to classify them in 
accordance with the previously deﬁ ned MDA tool speciﬁ cation. The provided speci-
ﬁ cation of MDA tools consists of seven categories, speciﬁ ed in a hierarchical way 
ﬂ attened in the table (categories are divided into subcategories, subcategories—into 
groups, and groups—into single entries, accordingly) [7]:
─ Accordance with MDA-oriented life cycle—the accordance level of software 
development life cycle supported by a tool, which includes MDA-oriented acti-
vities combined into such subcategories as knowledge formalization (CIM), sys-
tem model reﬁ nement (PIM), PIM-to-PSM mapping, system model implemen-
tation (PSM), and transformation support;
─ Functional capabilities—the functional capabilities of a tool in such ﬁ elds as 
environment, modeling, implementation, testing, documenting, project manage-
ment, conﬁ guration management;
─ Reliability—the capability of a tool to maintain the appropriate level of perfor-
mance under certain conditions for a certain period of time, including repository 
management, automatic backup capabilities, data access management, error 
pro cessing capabilities, as well as fault analysis capabilities;
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─ Usability—usage efforts and individual assessments of such usage, including 
user interface, licensing and localization options, ease of use, quality of docu-
mentation etc.;
─ Efﬁ ciency—the amount of resources needed to maintain the appropriate level 
of performance under certain conditions, including technical requirements, 
work load efﬁ ciency, as well as performance;
─ Maintainability—efforts needed to make speciﬁ ed modiﬁ cations;
─ Portability—ability of a tool to be transferred to another environment.
3 Vision
In order to clarify a vision on a certiﬁ cation scheme to assess the compliance of 
MDA tools, a conceptual framework is proposed. In fact, this framework should be 
used to verify the output produced by MDA tools. Whereas a wide variety of the tools 
inten ded for speciﬁ c purposes (e.g., mapping deﬁ nition) may be used [2], an additional 
speciﬁ cation-based assessment of these tools is considered (discussed in [2]).
In short, the following four layers are used to describe the MDA-oriented software 
development life cycle [2], [5], [8], [9]:
─ Computation Independent Model (CIM)—represents the high-level speciﬁ -
cation of what the system is expected to do (i.e., describes the domain and 
require ments of the system). It might consist of a model from the informational 
view point, which captures information about the data of a system;
─ Platform Independent Model (PIM)—speciﬁ es the functionality of a system. 
It might consist of a model from the informational viewpoint, which captures 
information about the data of a system, and a model from the computational 
viewpoint, which captures information about the processing of a system;
─ Platform Speciﬁ c Model (PSM)—speciﬁ es the implementation of system’s 
functionality on speciﬁ c platform. It might consist of a model from the informa-
tional viewpoint, which captures information about the data of a system, and a 
model from the computational viewpoint, which captures information about the 
processing of a system, based on a speciﬁ c platform;
─ Implementation Speciﬁ c Model (ISM) or source code—describes the imple-
mentation of a system in source code of speciﬁ c platform.
However, the only layers to be speciﬁ ed and promoted by OMG (i.e., described in 
details) are PIM and PSM [8]. In fact, OMG does not provide any speciﬁ c require ments 
for CIM (meaning that it is not “computational”, not formal enough, etc.), as well as 
ISM itself—the actual source code generated from PSM—from modeling perspective 
looks out of scope. Despite this, all four layers are somehow covered by various software 
development tools.
The conceptual framework considers these four layers as individual blocks, each of 
them having their own input and output (Fig. 1). The origin of this idea has come from 
black box testing [10]: whereas software system is considered as a black box, the only 
thing to be analyzed is the output produced by speciﬁ c input. Therefore, tester does not 
need to understand why the compiled code does what it does; here, the requirements are 
used to determine the correct output of black box testing.
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In fact, the main artifacts for the conceptual framework are inputs and outputs. 
As far as CIM and ISM are out of scope from the perspective of OMG standards, the 
con ceptual framework does not cover the according artifacts (Fig. 1). The actual tool 
use on each block (i.e., what operations are performed) is also not the matter of high 
im portance.
However, the main concern for each tool is the support of XMI standard [11]. In 
order to perform a transition from raw output to qualiﬁ ed input, the conceptual frame-
work assesses the output from each tool. If tool conforms to OMG standards, then 
the output from this tool should be opened in other tool with no problems. If not, the 
conceptual framework would provide an appropriate suggestion on where the root of 
the problem lies.
While OMG does not provide any constraints (i.e., does not restrict) on the modeling 
language notation used with MDA (however, the use of UML is strongly recommended) 
[5], [8], the use of XMI for assessment of software development tools seems to be the 
only valuable option.
3.1 Implementation
In order to implement the conceptual framework, the development of a software tool 
is considered. The main concern of this tool is proper parsing and analysis of the XMI 
documents. As far as the technical standard of XMI like any other standard continue 
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the conceptual framework
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to evolve (the most current release is 2.1.1 [11]), a modular software design model is 
considered in the developed tool.
The speciﬁ cation of XMI standard as such is used to create the XML Schema of 
XMI standard [12], which provides a means by which the syntax and the semantics of an 
XMI document can be validated. XMI Schemas must be equivalent to those gene rated 
by the XMI Schema production rules speciﬁ ed in [11]. Equivalence means that XMI 
documents that are valid under the XMI Schema production rules would be valid in a 
conforming XMI Schema; in turn, those XMI documents that are not valid under the 
XMI Schema production rules are not valid in a conforming XMI Schema [11].
After the XML Schema of XMI standard is created, the developed tool creates a 
document data model, which consists of [12]:
─ Vocabulary (element and attribute names);
─ Content model (relationships and structure);
─ Data types.
This model is used for further validation of XMI documents. Validation can deter-
mine whether the XML elements required by [11] are present in the XML document 
containing model data, whether XML attributes that are required in these XML elements 
have values for them, and whether some of the values are correct.
After the document has been successfully parsed and analyzed, the developed tool 
outlines elements that are incorrect from the speciﬁ cation viewpoint, providing a “clean 
representation” of XMI document.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
This article outlined a vision on conceptual framework to be used as a foundation 
for certiﬁ cation of MDA tools. The ideas stated in this article are intended to be proven 
in doctoral research, with an aim to develop a quantiﬁ able certiﬁ cation scheme to assess 
the compliance of MDA support tools with OMG standards.
In prospective, the conceptual framework described in this article will be used as 
a basis for XMI validation utility. However, this is yet another component in software 
certiﬁ cation scheme, which should be used in a combination with the others.
In extending this work, the next step is the development of several reference 
models to cover the whole MDA-oriented development life cycle. These will provide 
a step-by-step guide for the developers. As for modeling notation, the use of UML is 
considered. According to [13], a minimal set of UML diagrams is already deﬁ ned. In 
turn, a recommended and complete set of UML diagrams should be proposed, as well 
as mutually compared.
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Abstract. Meta-CASE systems are used for the creation of CASE (Computer Aided Software 
Engineering) systems. In this paper, a web-based meta-CASE system is presented that uses an 
object-relational database system (ORDBMS) as its enabling technology. It allows us to integrate 
different parts of the system and to simplify the creation of meta-CASE and CASE systems. The 
proposed system includes a query subsystem, which allows developers to use queries to evaluate 
and gradually improve artifacts.
Keywords: CASE, meta-CASE, object-relational database system, SQL, queries, consistency, 
completeness, software measure.
1 Introduction
Meta-CASE systems are used for the creation of CASE systems. In [1], [2] and [3], 
we have introduced a web-based and database-based meta-CASE system, which allows 
us to create web-based and database-based CASE systems. As a web-based system, 
it allows distributing the CASE systems more widely, opposed to many traditional 
CASE systems which are thick-client programs that must be installed and run on the 
host computer. In addition, web-based systems make the group collaboration between 
users of the systems more available. Delen et al. [4] write: “Second, there is a need for 
a completely Web-based integrated modeling environment for distributed collaborative 
users.”
As a database-based system, our meta-CASE system uses an object-relational 
database management system (ORDBMS) as its enabling technology. More precisely, it 
uses an ORDBMS, the database language of which conforms more or less to SQL:2003 
standard [5]. Fugetta [6] explains that enabling technologies are integrating platforms 
that provide extensions to traditional operating systems and support “the creation of 
logically integrated but physically distributed systems”. If a system uses a DBMS as its 
enabling technology, then developers of the system can use the system-deﬁ ned (built-in) 
features and extensibility mechanism of the DBMS to simplify the creation of the entire 
system. Dittrich et al. [7] analyze the use of DBMSs in the ﬁ eld of software engineering 
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and conclude that modern systems provide “a rich set of functionality that is able to meet 
several requirements of software engineering applications in a satisfactory manner”.
The author of this paper has chosen to continue the research and development of the 
aforementioned meta-CASE system in his Doctoral thesis. The system has been extended 
and improved since then. In [3], we introduced the query subsystem of the meta-CASE 
system and CASE systems that have been created by using the system. It allows us to 
take advantage of the powerful query mechanism of the ORDBMS and to create queries 
that can be executed based on artifacts. For instance, queries can be used to identify 
consistency and completeness problems of artifacts, to ﬁ nd how well developers have 
followed modeling guidelines, and to calculate values of software measures.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the use of the meta-CASE system by presenting 
a small case study. The metamodel of the Family Tree Modeling Language, introduced 
in the tutorial website [8] of one of the leading meta-CASE systems in the market, 
MetaEdit+ [9], is used as an example. Our meta-CASE system is mainly intended to be 
a research vehicle and not an industrial strength system and it currently provides less 
functionality compared to more matured meta-CASE systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our web-based and 
database-based meta-CASE system is described, together with its query subsystem. A 
small case-study using the Family Tree metamodel is presented to demonstrate it in 
practice. In Section 3, we outline topics regarding the future work with meta-CASE 
systems in general and with the current system. It is planned to study the topics in the 
Doctoral thesis of the author of this paper. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
2 A Web-based and Database-based Meta-CASE System
In this section, the proposed meta-CASE system is introduced. Both the meta-
CASE system and CASE systems that are created by using the meta-CASE system use 
an ORDBMS as their enabling technology. A prototype of the system has been created, 
using PostgreSQL 8.0.4 ORDBMS and PHP 5.0.5 scripting language.
In our system, there are two types of users. An administrator has to create a new 
CASE system by specifying a metamodel. In addition, an administrator has to register 
settings of the user interface and user identiﬁ cation of the CASE system. Administrators 
also have to manage queries. Developers (end-users) use the CASE systems in order 
to manage (create, read, update, and delete) artifacts. Developers can execute queries 
based on artifacts.
Fig. 1 presents the UML class diagram of the Family Tree metamodel presented as 
a case study in our system. We have extended the metamodel compared to the example 
in [8], by adding parent_relation and parent_relation_type classes. The former class 
represents the relationship between two parents; the latter class is a classiﬁ er which 
characterizes the relationship. These classes were added for better demonstration of 
using the queries to evaluate the artifacts.
In our meta-CASE system, each metamodel is used to describe the modeling 
language of a CASE system. For every metamodel, there is a corresponding SQL schema 
(an artifact base) in the database. For example, if an administrator creates a metamodel 
family_tree, then the meta-CASE system creates a database schema family_tree, which 
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is then used for storing the artifacts of the family_tree metamodel. The different schemas 
have been used to avoid possible name conﬂ icts. 
Fig. 1. An UML class diagram representing a Family Tree metamodel.
Each metamodel consists of zero or more objects. For every object, there is a 
corresponding table in the database schema corresponding to the metamodel. For 
example, if an administrator creates object person in the metamodel family_tree, then 
the meta-CASE system creates table person in the database schema family_tree.
Each object has exactly one type. Possible types are main, inherited main, 
relationship, and classiﬁ er. A main object is the most common one in our meta-CASE 
system, representing an element in the metamodel. It does not have the constraints 
describing a relationship object or a classiﬁ er object. For example, in the context of the 
Family Tree metamodel, the object person is a main object. An inherited main object 
is a main object which is derived from another main object, inheriting all the latter’s 
characteristics. Objects male and female can be classiﬁ ed as inherited main objects, 
because both are derived from some other main object, in this case from object person. 
Our system makes use of the INHERITS clause of the PostgreSQL ORDBMS in the 
table deﬁ nition statement. The non-standard INHERITS clause speciﬁ es “a list of tables 
from which the new table automatically inherits all columns” [10].
Each classiﬁ er object is used to characterize other objects in a metamodel. For 
example, object parent_relation_type is a classiﬁ er object, which characterizes parent_
relation object. Possible values for parent_relation_type object can be commitment, 
open marriage, marriage and divorce.
Each relationship object represents a relationship between two or more main, 
inherited main, or classiﬁ er objects, thus supporting n-ary relationships. Currently 
our system does not support relationship objects, which connect a relationship object 
and another object. For example, to achieve the most accurate portrayal of the family 
relationship and parent/child roles described in MetaEdit+ [8], the counterpart in our 
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system should be built as follows: a relationship object (e.g. family), connecting a male 
and a female object, and a relationship object (e.g. family_child), connecting the family 
object and a person object. Since our system does not currently support relationship 
objects connecting to another relationship object, we have settled to build the family 
relationship as shown in Fig. 1: a relationship object parent_child_relation connects 
foreign objects father, mother and child (referencing male, female and person objects, 
respectively). In addition, to represent the relationship between parents, we have created 
relationship object parent_relation, which connects male, female and parent_relation_
type objects.
Fig. 2 represents the screenshot of the objects of the family_tree metamodel in our 
meta-CASE system. Note that there are some additional objects generated by the system 
itself. Object sysg_artifact allows the developers to create different artifacts, which are 
all recorded in the same artifact base. All these artifacts have the same metamodel. 
Objects sysg_user and sysg_user_artifact are used for end-user (developer) management. 
Object sysg_ﬁ le is used for storing ﬁ les in the artifact base.
Fig. 2. A screenshot of the objects of the family_tree metamodel.
Every object consists of zero or more sub-objects. For every sub-object, there is 
a corresponding column in the database table corresponding to the object. The type 
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of the sub-object speciﬁ es the type of the corresponding column. For example, if an 
administrator creates sub-objects ﬁ rst_name and last_name with the type varchar(100) 
and sub-objects date_of_birth and date_of_death with the type date to object person, 
then the system generates columns ﬁ rst_name and last_name with the type character 
varying(100) and columns date_of_birth and date_of_death with the type of date to 
table person. If the sub-object is used to reference another object, then the system will 
generate a foreign key constraint to the corresponding column. This sub-object is called 
foreign object in our system. For example, if an administrator creates the foreign objects 
father, mother and child to object parent_child_relation, referencing to male, female 
and person objects, respectively, then the system generates columns father, mother, and 
child to table parent_child_relation, and adds foreign key constraint to each of them, 
referencing the tables male, female, and person, respectively.
Fig. 3 represents the sub-objects of the parent_child_relation object in our 
meta-CASE system. Note that all of the foreign objects are also part of the additional 
unique identiﬁ er. For relationship objects, this is done automatically by the system. Each 
column corresponding to the sub-objects in the additional unique identiﬁ er is included 
to the UNIQUE constraint of the table corresponding to the object. For objects other 
than relationship object, managing the additional unique identiﬁ er and therefore the 
UNIQUE constraint of the corresponding table is the responsibility of the administrator. 
If at least one sub-object is added there, the system automatically includes the sub-
object sysg_artifact_id as well.
Fig. 3. A screenshot of the sub-objects of the relationship object parent_child_relation.
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There are no sub-objects other than foreign objects in object parent_child_relation. 
However, note that in addition to the sub-objects added by an administrator, there is also 
a system generated sub-object present (sysg_artifact_id). This sub-object references 
the sysg_artifact object and is included in every main, inherited main and relationship 
object. It ensures that the corresponding tables in each artifact base contain identiﬁ ers 
of artifacts. It simpliﬁ es the creation of queries about a single artifact – the queries must 
perform the restriction operation based on column sysg_artifact_id.
Fig. 4 represents the objects of inherited main object female in our meta-CASE 
system. Note that the only sub-object not inherited is the sub-object maiden_name. 
Every other sub-object is derived from object person (including foreign object sysg_
artifact_id). 
Fig. 4. A screenshot of the sub-objects of the inherited main object female.
The name identiﬁ er is used in our systems to specify the sub-objects which 
“represent” the objects to the developers in different lists (main menu, combo boxes 
etc). For example, an administrator has included ﬁ rst_name and last_name sub-objects 
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as name identiﬁ er for object person and the settings are consequently derived by objects 
male and female. If an administrator chooses to add object person or objects male or 
female to the main menu of the Family Tree CASE system, then the object instances 
are displayed there by using the values of sub-objects ﬁ rst_name and last_name (e.g. 
Homer Simpson, Marge Simpson etc). The name identiﬁ er is a decorative functionality 
only and has no corresponding constraint in the database, except that all sub-objects in 
the name identiﬁ er are also added to the additional unique identiﬁ er.
Before developers start using a CASE system, an administrator should deﬁ ne the 
metamodel settings. These include setting up the main menu of the CASE system, 
managing the user settings, and adding classiﬁ er instances that correspond to classiﬁ er 
objects. Setting up the main menu allows the administrator to determine the menu tree 
which is then displayed in the CASE system. By default, the highest element of the 
menu tree is always the sysg_artifact object and it cannot be changed, which means 
that developers have to choose an artifact instance in order to be able to manage artifact 
elements. Fig. 5 presents the main menu of the CASE system based on the family_tree 
metamodel. An administrator has added object person under the Artifact menu item, 
which means that person instances will be shown for each sysg_artifact instance, using 
the name identiﬁ er.
Fig. 5. A screenshot of the main menu of the CASE system based on metamodel family_tree.
The user settings management allows administrators to deﬁ ne whether all developers 
are allowed to see all the artifacts in the artifact base or only those, which are created 
by the developers themselves. In addition, an administrator can choose if the developers 
have to register ﬁ rst before accessing the CASE system or the CASE system is available 
to everyone without registering. System generated objects sysg_user and sysg_user_
artifact are used to handle the necessary data. For example, an administrator states that 
the CASE system based on family_tree metamodel and all artifacts inside are available 
to all users without registering.
Finally, an administrator must add the classiﬁ er instances for each classiﬁ er object 
for developers to use. For example, an administrator adds instances Commitment, Open 
marriage, Marriage and Divorce to classiﬁ er object parent_relation_type.
Fig. 6 displays objects parent_child_relation and parent_relation in the CASE 
system based on the family_tree metamodel. A developer has added an artifact 
Simpson family tree, which contains object male instances Abraham Simpson, Homer 
Simpson and Bart Simpson, and object female instances Mona Simpson, Marge 
Simpson, Lisa Simpson and Maggie Simpson. All these values are also instances of 
object person.
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Fig. 6. A screenshot of objects parent_child_relation and parent_relation in the CASE system.
Administrators can use the query subsystem of the meta-CASE system to create 
queries that help developers to understand and improve artifacts.  The queries (SQL 
SELECT statements) will be executed based on artifacts that are recorded in an artifact 
base. Simple and consistent syntax of a database language makes it easier to construct 
such queries and hence makes this kind of system more useful.
It is possible to create queries for different purposes, with different scope and 
expecting different type of results. Query purposes can include, for example, ﬁ nding 
violations of constraints that give information about the semantics of the underlying 
metamodel of a CASE system, ﬁ nding violations of design guidelines, or calculating 
values of software measures and general queries that cannot be classiﬁ ed to any of the 
previous category.
The scope of the queries can be exactly one artifact or all artifacts that are in one 
artifact base. In the ﬁ rst case, administrators can use generic placeholder #A# when 
specifying an artifact, using sysg_artifact_id = #A#. If a developer selects an artifact af 
and executes the query, then the system replaces the placeholder with the identiﬁ er of af 
before executing the query.
The expected results of queries can be either scalar values (for instance, with type 
Boolean; the results are tables with one column and zero or one row) or tables where 
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there are one or more columns and zero or more rows. For example, developers can use 
these queries to ﬁ nd elements of artifacts that have problems.
All the queries that can be used in the system have to be written by using the 
SQL dialect of the underlying DBMS (PostgreSQL™ in our case). The system allows 
administrators to save and check only SELECT statements.  The statements cannot 
contain reserved words like INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE that are not delimited (not 
between “”). It is needed to prevent SQL injection attacks.
Choinzon and Ueda [11] present a set of software design measures together with their 
thresholds of undesirable value. Our meta-CASE system supports the use of measure 
defect queries that allow developers to determine design defects based on the values of 
measures.  For each such query q there are one or more non-overlapping ranges of scalar 
values that have the same type as the expected results of q. 
Administrators can construct tests based on Boolean queries and measure defect 
queries. The scope of the queries that belong to a test must be one artifact.  Developers 
can execute these tests in order to evaluate artifacts.  For example, a test t contains 
queries q1,..., qn. Each query in a test is a subtest of this test.  For each query that belongs 
to t, administrators have to deﬁ ne a set of acceptable values.  If a developer executes t in 
case of an artifact, then t fails if at least one query, which belongs to t, fails.
We have created some queries, which allow the developers to check the artifacts 
created by using the family_tree metamodel.
Let us assume that two parents have to have a relationship in order to have children. 
The following query checks whether there are parent instances in an artifact that have 
children, but have no relationship. If there are any, the query will return TRUE. In our 
case study (the Simpson family tree artifact), there are no such parents and therefore this 
query returns FALSE.
SELECT public.is_empty(‘SELECT pr.* FROM parent_relation 
pr, parent_child_relation pcr WHERE pr.male = pcr.father 
AND pr.female = pcr.mother AND pcr.sysg_artifact_id = 
#A#’) AS result;
IS_EMPTY is a user-deﬁ ned function that has one parameter, the expected value of 
which is a query (SELECT statement) q. If the execution of q results with a table that 
has zero rows, then the function returns TRUE. If the execution of q results with a table 
that has more than zero rows, then the function returns FALSE.
The following query is an example of a query, the answer of which will be found 
based on all the artifacts that are recorded in an artifact base. This query allows developers 
to ﬁ nd the average amount of children in a family over the whole artifact base of Family 
Tree models. In our case study, this query returns “2.0”.
SELECT avg(children) AS result FROM (SELECT count(*) AS 
children FROM parent_child_relation GROUP BY father, 
mother) AS foo;
The table names in the query statements are unqualiﬁ ed names. If a user executes 
a query that is associated with a metamodel m, then the system modiﬁ es the schema 
search path in order to ensure that the result will be found based on tables that are in the 
schema that corresponds to m.
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The following general query, the scope of which is one artifact, can be used to ﬁ nd 
children who are still underage (< 18).
SELECT p.* FROM person p, parent_child_relation pcr WHERE 
p.person_id = pcr.child AND extract(year from age (p.date_
of_birth)) < 18 AND pcr.sysg_artifact_id = #A#;
3 Future Work and Conclusions
The proposed meta-CASE system is completely web-based. Users of the system 
need only a web browser and do not have to install additional plug-ins.  An administrator 
must specify a metamodel and determine settings of the CASE system that is created 
by using the meta-CASE system. Based on this information the system is able to create 
data structures and dynamically generate web pages, through which it is possible to 
manage models.  Dynamic generation means that if a modeler requests a web page, 
then the system determines the structure of the page based on data that is stored in the 
metamodel base. The system is in this sense similar to Oracle Application Express ™ 
development environment [12], which stores speciﬁ cations of entire applications in an 
Oracle ™ database. The meta-CASE system is currently form-based and does not allow 
users to specify metamodels and artifacts by using a visual language.
There are several ﬁ elds of research, which will further extend the functionality of 
the meta-CASE system described in this paper. The author of the paper considers the 
following topics as his future work and possible sections of his Doctoral Thesis. These 
topics are divided into three groups: basic research, empirical studies and extending the 
functionality of the system.
Basic research, the results of which are relevant in case of all meta-CASE systems
• Ontological analysis of the meta-metamodel of our meta-CASE system to ﬁ nd out 
whether it is ﬂ exible and powerful enough compared to the meta-metamodels of 
other meta-CASE systems. One has to deﬁ ne the methodology of such analysis.
• Comparing other existing meta-CASE systems to the system described in this 
paper, outlining positive and negative aspects. For evaluation one can use the 
Analytical Hierarchy Process decision framework [13] and also deﬁ ne a decision 
model, which can be then used to compare meta-CASE systems.
• Deﬁ ning a set of design pattern languages for creating web-based CASE systems 
and using the patterns as building blocks of CASE systems.
Empirical studies
• Empirical studies, where different CASE systems will be deﬁ ned using the 
meta-CASE system. Based on the feedback left by the users of these CASE 
systems, there might be a need to adjust the meta-CASE system. Examples of 
the CASE systems in question can be a patterns management system [14] or a 
system enabling the framework for EIS strategic analysis [15]. The latter does 
not currently have a specialized CASE tool.
Extending the functionality of the system
• Version management subsystem, which allows the developers to manage different 
revisions of artifacts, to restore an older state of an artifact, and to merge different 
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revisions to a new artifact. This can include managing changes in a metamodel 
to support the evolution of information systems and CASE systems that are used 
to develop evolving information systems. A metamodel is an artifact as well and 
the system should be able to manage its revisions like with every other artifact.
• The system should allow developers to use conversion rules, which allow the 
system to display the artifacts in some alternate way (HTML webpage, XMI 
ﬁ le etc.) or to generate program code, tests, documentation etc., based on the 
artifacts. The latter is an actual problem in Model Driven Development context 
where developers often leave the model aside to focus on writing program code; 
the added code is later left unsynchronized with the model.
• Interconnection between different metamodels (and therefore, CASE tools) by 
linking different artifacts. These artifacts can be based on the same metamodel or 
several different ones.
• Using templates in the query subsystem to simplify the composition of queries. 
There can be a number of base queries. For each of these base queries one can 
create a template, which consists of a constant part and a variable part. For creating 
a particular query an administrator can select a template, value the parameters 
and the system will generate a query based on this information. Many of these 
templates can be created based on generalized integrity constraints that one can 
use in conceptual data models. For instance, one can create a query template 
based on a multiplicity constraint [Parent]-1-----1.*-[Child] to check whether 
each parent has at least one child.
• Managing metamodels and artifacts by using a diagramming environment.
• Further development of the query subsystem for administrators to be able to 
deﬁ ne queries to check the completeness and consistency of metamodels (CASE 
systems). These queries can be run based on the system catalog of the DBMS.
The most important keywords regarding the meta-CASE system described in this 
paper are “web-based” and “database-based”. Using web-based systems can create 
more opportunities for group collaboration between and within development teams 
of information systems of globalised and networked organizations. Such web-based 
systems can also be used as the basis of communities that are interested in the study 
and use of a particular modeling language. Database-based systems provide built-in 
functionality of the DBMS as well as quite mature extension mechanism to simplify the 
development of systems.
The author of this paper has not yet found any other meta-CASE system which while 
being web-based and database-based itself, allows creating web-based and database-
based CASE systems. There are many existing meta-CASE tools (e.g. MetaEdit+, 
MetaMOOSE [16], Pounamu [17]), which provide much more functionality than the 
meta-CASE system described in this paper. However, they all use a desktop application 
as a modeling tool, which requires the user to install and update the program. There are 
some web-based extensions, for example in Pounamu, but they focus more on using the 
metamodels (CASE systems) over the web instead of developing them.
There are many new modeling languages developed nowadays. However, many of 
them lack a development environment, which allows creating models using the language. 
Thus, a demand of this kind of environment as described in this paper, still exists.
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Model-driven secure system development framework
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Abstract. Security is deﬁ nitely one of the most important aspects in business information 
systems. This aspect is strongly related to costs, risks and reputation of organization. That’s 
why authors want to propose “secure-by-design” principle by using innovative and proven 
development approaches in whole system lifecycle to maintain high security level. There are 
already some existing techniques to solve this problem but they are mainly linked with speciﬁ c 
technologies and most frequently focus only on production phase. This paper presents new secure 
system development methodology based on three general aspects – model-driven secure code 
development, model-driven policy development and usage of run-time security management 
system to maintain necessary security level. All these aspects are integrated into one framework. 
Keywords:, security, MDA, model, development, framework, UML.
1 Introduction
Model is a representation of system or real-world entity. Metamodel is model for 
models – it describes model notation. Model-driven Architecture (MDA) is a software 
development method which uses models to separate the speciﬁ cation of the information 
system from the details of the implementation in speciﬁ c platform. Uniﬁ ed Modeling 
Language (UML) is the basis of model description. MDA was developed by Object 
Management Group (OMG) in 2001 [1].  OMG is international, open membership, non-
proﬁ t computer industry consortium since 1989 [2]. This organization has deﬁ ned four 
model types – Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model 
(PIM), Platform Speciﬁ c Model (PSM) described by a Platform Model (PM), and an 
Implementation Speciﬁ c Model (ISM) [3].
MDA tends to be solution for successful overall system development methodology. 
It gives possibility to introduce much more formal approach in early phases of design 
and development helping to avoid problems in later phases. This could be done because 
of detailed system description in high abstraction models. Practice shows that the 
main source of problems in system development project and later usage is caused by 
bad design.  Time spent on system design is balanced with automatic code generation 
possibilities. Although currently there is no complete and universal code generation tool 
situation may change in a few years and developers already can use half-assisted code 
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generation tools. The code generation process is based on transformation rules described 
in Query/View/Transformation (QVT) standard. There are also other standards deﬁ ned 
for various activities like XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) for metadata exchange and 
Meta Object Facility (MOF) for model-driven engineering [4]. 
2 Analysis and design of security aspects
Security nowadays is a critical factor in software systems. Problems with information 
system security affect both developers and customers [5]. 
Secure system maintains four main qualities – integrity, conﬁ dentiality, authentication 
and availability.  If system does not have the qualities mentioned above, it becomes 
under risks like identity theft, data alteration, unauthorized access, service interruption 
and others.
There is a clear need in the IT market for secure software development methods 
to avoid problems caused by bad information system design, faulty security policies, 
inadequate implementation and human factor inﬂ uence. It is of high importance to 
understand potential risks and view system in context of all organization structure, needs 
and resources. The most common faults include use of weak cryptography, inadequate 
user management, unreasoned authorization algorithm, inefﬁ cient authentication 
mechanisms and improper or incomplete data validation [6].
Model-driven system design approach increases system maintainability and 
security level and it will have signiﬁ cant impact on IT systems in future [7]. This is 
especially important for systems dealing with money, transactions, human lives and 
secret information. On the other hand ofﬁ ce applications and smaller software can be 
successfully developed without MDA approach. So there is a domain where system 
development with MDA can give the best results. MDA has several advantages 
important also for business environment like fast adaptation to changes (changes in 
model not code), architecture portability among platforms (transformation from PIM to 
PSM, rules) and easier to trace errors and ﬁ x them.
The main goal of model-driven security is to integrate security features and 
requirements directly into system architecture, make it secure-by-design. So it is easier 
to link system design with enterprise security policy. It is also much easier to ﬁ nd and 
ﬁ x bugs in high abstraction level rather than in code. Practice demonstrates that part of 
bugs in code happens due to incomplete system design [6].
Models are more understandable than code and give an overall view of system 
being developed. Also high level models are easier to explain to top management staff 
rather than speciﬁ c technical data and code. 
Below there are described two languages for deﬁ ning, designing and modeling 
security mechanisms. Both languages are delivered from UML and are used at PIM 
level.  
2.1 SecureUML
One of secure development approaches is to use SecureUML. This is a modeling 
language or modeling extension based on UML and role-based access control (RBAC) 
model. So currently SecureUML is mainly focused at access control. RBAC is more 
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progressive authorization model than classical access-control lists because of possibility 
to deﬁ ne what kind of operation or activity user can perform on object [8]. For example, 
with RBAC administrator can deﬁ ne not only access rights to database but also what 
kind of data user is allowed to change in speciﬁ c database table.
SecureUML offers to use some concepts like authorization constraints and state 
conditions to design more dynamic authorization process. By using SecureUML it is also 
possible to deﬁ ne security policies. SecureUML metamodel extends UML metamodel 
with types User, Role, Permission and ResourceSet and others [6]. Every UML model 
element can be protected resource and belong to set of resources for deﬁ ning permissions 
and constraints. Permission is an object which connects a role to a ModelElement or to a 
ResourceSet. Element ActionType describes permission or allowed actions for protected 
resource. For example, developer can assign attribute MaxLength: 255 to action 
SetPassword for user John Doe. Element ResourceType deﬁ nes available all available 
action types for speciﬁ c metamodel type. Element BaseClass deﬁ nes connection to 
metamodel type. Element AuthorizationConstraint deﬁ nes precondition for action to be 
executed on resource.
Simple example of UML/SecureUML model set is given below in Figure 1. This is 
basic model set for database access and management with deﬁ ned users and roles.
Fig. 1. Database users and roles
As it was mentioned earlier, SecureUML deals only with access control. This 
language would be more useful if it also could support integrity and data validation. So 
the authors offer to improve SecureUML with attributes and entities to support integrity, 
conﬁ dentiality and availability. 
Integrity support can be achieved with checksum as attribute in Permission type – 
Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Integrity support
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Conﬁ dentiality requires data encryption mechanisms so we offer to add two new 
types EncryptionMechanism and DecryptionMechanism which encrypts and decrypts 
data ﬂ ow between Users – Figure 3. 
Fig. 3. Conﬁ dentiality support
Availability is a bit different characteristic and requires service to be available all 
time. To guarantee availability system has to be redundant, with alternative resources to 
perform necessary operation. In the case when main system is unavailable there should 
be link to alternative system as visible in Figure 4.
Fig. 4. Availability support
SecureUML notation is not quite suitable and needs to be enhanced for alternative 
link representation so we used two permissions with opposite attribute values to 
determine available system. On the other hand SecureUML adds additional layer of 
abstraction where developers can work directly on security features separated from 
business process diagrams. If this is not necessary they can choose UMLsec which 
naturally will ﬁ t into whole UML system model. 
2.2   UMLsec
UML standard can be extended by using proﬁ les, which consists of constraints, 
tagged values and stereotypes. Stereotypes allow deﬁ ning new modeling elements. 
Tagged values are a pair of name-value. Constrains gives possibility to add additional 
information to model. Stereotypes attach tagged values and constraints to model elements 
so they deﬁ ne security requirements and assumptions in the system.
In UMLsec there are following stereotypes (Name (Base class, [<Tags>])) – Internet 
(Link), Encrypted (Link), LAN(Link), secure links(subsystem), Secrecy(dependency), 
Integrity(dependency), High(dependency), secure dependency(subsystem), Critica 
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(Object, subsystem, <secrecy, integrity, high>), no down-ﬂ ow(Subsystem, <high>), data 
security(Subsystem), fair exchange(Subsystem, <start, stop>) and provable(Subsystem, 
<action, cert>). For example, stereotype Internet can be attached to the links between 
components so it describes how component can interoperate with it. So using mentioned 
stereotypes developer can design security mechanisms right inside UML model [9]. 
Deeper discussion of UMLsec is not the goal of this paper so we will give basic example 
of UMLsec usage in Figure 5.
Fig. 5. UMLsec example [10]
3 Model-driven policy modeling
MDA approach is a useful method also for security policy development. It helps 
to create more consistent and manageable security mechanisms. By using qualiﬁ cation 
criteria which are common to all systems, designer can validate security model before 
and after usage and eliminate potential ﬂ aws. So security policy development with MDA 
consists of two phases – design and qualiﬁ cation phase.
In the ﬁ rst phase security policy is transformed into security components. One of 
the components is Policy Decision Point (PDP) – it is logical entity in the system that 
performs admission and decision control in response for access to speciﬁ c resource [11]. 
Calls or calling points to a PDP for accessing resource are policy enforcement points 
(PEP). PDP and PEP graphical representation is given in Figure 6. 
Fig. 6. PDP and PEP
Security policy is built using domain-speciﬁ c language (DSL). DSL consists of all 
objects needed to represent policy and helps to automate the process because it provides 
necessary level of formalization. It is possible to generate automatically security 
framework, executable PDP and integrate PEP into business logic.
It is very important to ensure that PEP cannot be bypassed so there is a need for 
qualiﬁ cation phase. Qualiﬁ cation consists of initial security model veriﬁ cation before 
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component generation and concluding validation. Qualiﬁ cation environment is built on 
policy metamodel. 
Security policy development process starts with requirement analysis then 
modeling, qualiﬁ cations and execution come. All the process graphically is summarized 
in Figure 7.
Fig. 7. Security policy design with MDA
Policy can deal with one or more security aspects like integrity, conﬁ dentiality, 
authentication and availability. For example, security policy can deal entirely with 
user access control. It means that policy model will include information about users, 
roles and actions. For large enterprise systems number of users can reach several 
thousands, every user can have some roles and many actions associated with it. So, for 
example, manual search for conﬂ icting rules (one rule allows particular action, other 
denies) is very time-consuming job. Also at least one action needs to be associated 
with speciﬁ c role. With MDA a developer can do these veriﬁ cations automatically on 
platform-independent model. After PIM transformation necessary PDP are generated. 
PDP contains security policy implementations. These points receive requests from PEP 
which serves as interface between PDP and application and helps to integrate security 
policy software systems. 
Using aspect-oriented programming business logic and security policy can be 
separated and security code effectively integrated into overall code of application. After 
integration phase comes ﬁ nal application testing with automated test cases [12]. Main 
testing goal is to ensure that security policy implementation corresponds to modeled 
security policy.
Security policies can be modeled using various metamodels for particular purposes. 
One of the metamodels is already previous mentioned RBAC. It deﬁ nes all necessary 
concepts for access control security policy. Security policy development modeling 
phase is rather similar to that previously described for database access management. 
More detailed overview of MDA security policy development can be found in [9]. 
Security policies are part of model-driven secure system development framework. 
This is because whole system needs part where business needs and requirements are 
dynamically implemented and changed according to current situation. 
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4 Run-time security management
When software system is ready and working, it functions in dynamic and often 
in complex environment, linked with other systems and used by thousands of users. 
Software systems can be changed using patches or major upgrades. System analysts 
and software architects cannot predict and implement all security, usage and change 
scenarios at design phase, even using model-driven system development approach. On 
the other hand software users are interested in continuous security and reliability. There 
comes the challenge to maintain security for software system during all its life cycle. 
Run-time security management policies can be developed also in the way described 
in previous chapter. Such policies are understandable also for business executives and 
managers.
Run-time security management implementation requires deﬁ ning speciﬁ c security 
concept and requirement representation, also known as ontology, ongoing system 
monitoring and adequate adjustment to changes in external environment [13]. 
Construction of run-time security management includes ﬁ nding and modeling 
alternative security solutions based on ontology, service discovery and adaptation 
mechanism. Result of construction is architecture for implementation with alternative 
security solutions for different situations and measurement system. Overview of run-
time security management architecture is given in Figure 8. 
Fig. 8. Run-time security management architecture
In the beginning available services are discovered and adaptation performed on 
them according to their state and speciﬁ cs. In adaptation process run-time security 
management system ﬁ nds most suitable solution for security threat. After adaptation 
starts measurement process of base measures and system balancing according to 
obtained measurements. Necessary security level can change dynamically in response 
to situation. The whole process usually takes place without user interaction; exception 
is cases when system cannot maintain necessary security level [14]. In such situation 
it inquires assistance of the user. Run-time security management adds one more 
security layer for the system because it can respond to changing outer environment 
and automatically take preventive actions and generate easy manageable security rules. 
This system is a part of the model-driven secure system development framework where 
technical rules are enforced. 
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5 Model-driven secure system development framework
Model-driven secure system development framework addresses security issues 
and gives possibility to integrate security features in the whole system while offering 
innovative view on secure system development. Based on reviewed secure software 
development principles we are offering new approach that links all mentioned 
methodologies together. Overall view of the framework in high abstraction is represented 
in Figure 9. 
Fig. 9. Secure system development framework
This framework consists of 8 building blocks and system itself. The main goal 
of the framework is to integrate described security mechanisms in systematic way to 
provide appropriate security level in design and runtime. PIM is designed in conjunction 
with SecureUML or UMLsec to produce PSM and system code. System is linked with 
external security policy via PEP to maintain business rule changes in future. Run-time 
security management system protects main system from hazardous technical changes in 
operating environment.  This approach ensures that security all considerations are taken 
into account and development process is model-driven.
PSM is generated from PIM and this is more technically detailed version of system 
architecture. Developers can mike minor adjustments here although it is recommended 
to work on PIM. Next level is code from which executable system is produced. In 
model-driven secure system development code shouldn’t be changed manually/directly 
except if there is strong need for that. In such cases all changes must be reﬂ ected in 
higher level models.
System itself can be described using general system theory. This theory helps 
to understand working mechanisms of system without going in too much detail and 
is theoretical basis for the framework. It may be usable when system architects and 
developers communicate with business people to coordinate design process and gather 
necessary aspects. Basically it consists of various components and links between them 
(Figure 10).
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In context of this framework system is controllable; it has inputs and outputs, detector 
and selector. The role of detector is performed by run-time security management system. 
Selector is implemented by policy decision point. Inputs may be any kind of business 
information, policy rules and control signals from run-time security management 
system. Outputs may be processed inputs. General system can be divided into smaller 
subsystems but they all apply to the same rules. In context of framework inputs are 
model and output is executable system.
One of the main advantages of secure system development framework is that 
external security policy and run-time security management system can be added and 
changed later during system usage. This is because framework prescribes connection 
points in design with cooperating systems. When main system is done, developers can 
continue their work on creation of mentioned systems. Of course development costs 
are higher in comparison with standard systems but added security requires additional 
expenses like in other secure system development methodologies.
The power of this framework lies in its ﬂ exibility. It is easier to integrate changing 
business requirements and technical measures if it is predicted in system during its 
development phase. Development of system can be divided into parts and every part 
is not limited to speciﬁ c technology or approach. It is even possible, for example, to 
develop run-time security management system using rapid prototyping. Also PIM of 
the system can be developed in conjunction with security policy. Business people can 
easier deal with security policies and be involved in their development, because many 
technical things are hidden at this level. System administrators can beneﬁ t from run-
time security management application which makes their job easier.
6 Results, conclusions and further research
In this paper we examined concepts of MDA applicable to system security, run-
time security management, SecureUML and UMLsec languages and policy modeling. 
We described enhancement for SecureUML modeling language to extend its support 
for integrity, conﬁ dentiality and availability. Based on reviewed secure software 
development methods and principles we offered a new development framework that 
links all mentioned methodologies together. This framework aims to provide complete 
and integrated secure system development methodology  
Future work will focus on deeper analysis and description of secure system 
development framework, making it detailed. Aspects of policy and run-time security 
Fig. 10. Scheme of general system
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management system development require more research. Framework needs to be 
veriﬁ ed in real-life development projects. At some point it may be even possible to split 
system development between different developers to speed up project movement. This 
also needs to be researched in upcoming work.
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Abstract. This paper examines a simpliﬁ ed decision making and achieving process that complies 
with the management of Information Security. The problems to determine a current position are 
investigated, as well as their impact, in order to diminish the risk of making a faulty decision, 
which can originate when the current position is incorrectly or inaccurately deﬁ ned. The work 
focuses on the following problem: due to imperfect and defective methods used for determination 
of a current position, in addition to the great impact this process has on the determination of 
objectives and activity planning, besides the management of the both and IT overall management, 
there persist great risks of improper decision making, position deﬁ ning and consequently the 
use of resources. Not only the decision making process, but also the current methods, as well as 
alternatives, of determination of Maturity Model (MM) and Maturity Level (ML) are analysed. 
By forecasting the development of a process, the guidelines for the abatement of the existent 
imperfections are offered. Decision making stages, particularly the determination of the current 
position, the use of equitable indicators, automatic collection of data and interconnected processes 
are being emphasized throughout the paper.
Keywords: CobiT, Maturity Model, Maturity Level, Information Security.
1 Introduction
In recent years, Security Maturity Model (ISMM) and Information Security 
management issues have been addressed in various studies, hence a sensible progress has 
been made – from Mikko Sipone to ISM3 [1], which is associated with the application 
of qualitative indicators. Likewise, the indirect relationship between security activity 
and security goals [2] has been inspected. ROSI as one of the main MM components 
is often mentioned in various studies, and in some of them ROSI related problematic 
issues [3] are covered, which, in my judgment, are more related to the selection of routes 
and activities as one of many, furthermore ambiguous criterions. By proffering new MM 
visions, relations, as well as congruencies between ISO and other standards, guidelines 
and ISMM have been explored [4], [5], and different MM have been compared [6]. This 
interest is coherent to the fact that MM can readily be put to use in the management of 
various processes, inter alia, Information Security processes. 
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Determination of the current state is one of the main stages combined into IT 
governance, decision-making and accomplishment of purposes. However, determination 
of a current state is required not only per se, but also in the context of future actions. 
Think about the purpose ﬁ rst, and then choose the method [7]. At present there are many 
MM visions. Avenues of approach vary for so do the purposes of MM application.
In this research process are observed from two points of view, ﬁ rst, the decision-
making and the accomplishment of purposes, on the second hand. The role of MM in the 
process is deﬁ ned and aims and recommendations are offered accordingly.
Different approaches are used for analysis, mostly CobiT and ISM3. The reasons are: 
CobiT – very popular (classic), relatively well developed, can be analysed together with 
CobiT Security Baseline (IT Security orientated); ISM3 – new, IT Security orientated, 
use quantitative method.
Other reasons are given in the part 3.
2 CobiT and Decision Theory
In order to illustrate position and importance of the Maturity Model (MM) [8] in 
Information management processes, let us ﬁ rst consider its Decision making main stages 
(levels) and than the coincident CobiT/ISM3 tools.
Main stages of decision making and goal achievement process:
1. Determination of the initial (current) state; 
2. Deﬁ nition of the desirable position (target state);
3. Determination of  the possible routes (from current to desirable position);
4. Selection of the best routes;
5. Checkpoint (sub target) setting (in order to maintain the control of the process 
and allow the rectiﬁ cation of the path in case of necessity) 
6. Inspection, whether the desirable position has been reached.
The visualization of this process is given in the following ﬁ gure (see Fig.1.).
Let us only brieﬂ y describe the process. Primarily, the current state is determined 
(C.S.). Then, taking the latter into consideration, the target state (T.S.) is deﬁ ned, 
moreover – the desirable position is accessible and meets the organization’s objectives. 
In order to shift from the current to the desirable position, the possible routes have to 
be determined. The routes are formed by successive activities (Act. x.y., where „x” 
denotes the route number and „y” – the activity number in respective route). Examples 
of possible activities are alteration of policies or procedures and notable projects, such 
as DLP (Data Loss Prevention) or IPS (Intrusion Prevention System).
Each activity leads either to the intermediate state or to a sub-target (I.S.x.y., shall 
„x” be the route number and „y” – the checkpoint number in a respective route). Sub-
targets help maintain the control of the process (veriﬁ cation of the direction and position 
should occur). In case of necessity, revision of the list of activities (or checkpoints) can 
be implemented.
The best route is the one that satisﬁ es the deﬁ ned conditions. In our example it could 
be the route number 2. 
As the last the check-out procedure is put in use in order to verify whether the target 
position is reached. It means that achieved position is compared with the desired by an 
application of appropriate measurements. 
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Signiﬁ cantly, each time when a current position is determined it is done with a 
certain precision that has to be taken into account. Thus, there is actually a „current state 
area” (C.S.A.) rather than a deﬁ nite position known, moreover the greater the C.S.A. 
the higher the risk of faulty activity planning. The Fig. 1. depicts a possible mismatch 
of a planned activity (for example, Act. 2.2.) and an activity that could be practically 
performed (P.A.2). Consequently, such initial irregularities can substantially affect the 
achievement of the marked goal. There exist the following risks:
1. The activities require greater resources than expected.
2. Activities cannot be successfully accomplished at the current state.
3. The accomplished activities have unexpected, or even negative, outcomes.
Fig. 1. Illustration of goal setting and achieving process.
 1 Results of the Risk and Vulnerability Analysis have also been frequently used (applying the principles of 
priority) [12]
 2 ValIT [13], CRAMM [14] have been mentioned
 3 Correlation with Determination of the current state is low
Table 1.
CobiT and ISM3 tools that can be used to support the decision-making process
The Main stages of 
decision making and 
consummation
CobiT[8], [2], [7], [10] ISM3 [11]
Determination of the 
current state1
MM, (Detailed) Control Objectives (DCO) system conﬁ guration, metrics, ISM3 
levels
Deﬁ nition of the target 
state
MM (Rising Star), KGI (Key Goal Indicators). 
BSC (Balanced Scorecard) can be used
Service quality (see 4.1.)
Determination of the 
possible routes
Practically does not support, CSF (Critical 
Success Factors), DCO [15]
Practically does not support, Process 
(description), Related Methodologies
Selection of the best 
routes2 
Practically does not support, PO domen Practically does not support, ROSI, 
Related Methodologies
Subtarget setting KPI (Key Performance Indicators), see also 
Determination of the current state3, MM, DCO
see Determination of the current state
Assessment of the tar-
get accomplishment
MM, KGI see Determination of the current state
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We can now turn to the decision-making supportive tools provided by CobiT and ISM3 
Some of the mentioned stages are also considered by such solutions as CRAMM 
Risk Matrix [14], PRINCE2 et cetera.
Functionally these stages form three groups of operations:
1. Determination of the initial position.
2. Detection of the possible ways how the target could be met.
3. Identiﬁ cation of the best route.
In the following sections we will focus on the current state detection process.
3 Determination of the State: Problems and Potential
In order to assess the stage of IT system development, many organizations use CobiT 
Maturity Model, which enables the determination of so-called Maturity Level or ML. 
This method allows the governing body to identify the current situation and to decide on 
needful and desirable steps that should be taken to improve the situation, as well as to 
realize the extent of required changes. 
We will further investigate MM application related problems using CobiT MM as an 
example.
3.1 Problematic Issues Incidental to the Application of a Maturity Model Method 
Since CobiT deﬁ nes only general principles for the determination of ML, there is 
a high probability that the value subjectively inﬂ uences the conclusions. The general 
principles allow to be treated variously [7], thus the positions can be determined 
(measured) inaccurately, consequently the targets, which are the purpose of the ML 
measurements, are met in an inefﬁ cient way.
The main disadvantages of the current (CobiT) method are its insufﬁ cient 
formalization, excessive usage of qualitative evaluation and a lack of quantitative 
measurements.
In the case of ISM3, the following obstacles can be mentioned:
1. It may be complicated to compare two states representing different ﬁ elds 
(directions) in order to prioritize and boost the decision-making process.
2. Qualitative measurements are emphasized, thus leaving the vision to MM 
Control Objectives and activities poorly established (see 4.1). As a consequence, 
the process that has been carried out does not actually clarify, neither what one 
should do, nor in which direction. 
3. The acquired results are equivocal (also due to the selection of indicators). 
4. Process metrics, except for ML 5, are not compulsory. [11] 
3.2 Alternative
We have concluded that the extant MM and ML methods are impotent to provide 
adequate results when applied for the determination of a current state. Despite 
the approaches’ great potential, its current development does not comply with the 
requirements set by the process of decision-making and consummation. Therefore, there 
are the following possibilities:
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1. To abandon the MM and use other approaches. 
2. To explicate MM’s avenue of approach by implementing existent tools or by 
modelling new ones in order to abate the imperfections mentioned above.
Continuing on the ﬁ rst possibility, an example of another approach is the keystone 
method which is commonly used in guidelines and standards, also in ISO (for example, 
27001[16], 27002 that concern information security management [10] or ISO 9001). 
The application of this method provides the picture of an ideal (target) situation, but 
does not give any information about the possible inter-states, their interactions or 
developments. The keystone method can help compose a check list but the method is 
not useful when the stage of development or analysis of the current position is relevant. 
Besides it does not make provisions for the priority establishment and goal achievement 
which is possible if MM is applied. Only with maturity levels it is possible to show 
progress towards better security management [5]. 
Available metrics possess presumable complications such as, primarily, detection 
of those who are purpose-suitable and, secondly, metrics can be of little value when 
security management has to be ensured [2].  After consideration of the restrictions, we 
deduce that it would be suitable to develop the method on the basis of MM, applying the 
approach of keystone method as an adjuvant for composing ML questionnaires.
The current state determination methods should comply not only with metrics 
criteria, like S.M.A.R.T. [2], but also with the following:
1. They are uniform, ensuring that equate positions after processing give the same 
result.  
2. It is possible to determine the position with a high precision, the C.S.A („current 
state area”; see Fig. 1.) is modest.
3. The level is deﬁ ned in terms of controls and activities, thus facilitating the 
retracing the process of development.
4. The determined state can be compared with others (e.g., historic) correctly.
5. The components of the deﬁ ned state can be evaluated and analysed asunder 
enabling the identiﬁ cation of weak (and strong) links. 
6. It is possible to deﬁ ne and prioritize controls and activities. 
7. These methods are perceivable by the concerned.
Conclusion:
Organizations are still after tools that could help determine the routes to which more 
attention should be paid in order to improve the consummation of the goal. 
The analysis of alternatives has led to a conclusion that the most appropriate action 
to approach the solution of the problems associated with the determination of the current 
state is a further development of MM (using CobiT MM as the basis). The odds of other 
standards and guidelines should be used to improve checklists.
4 Suggestions for Improvement of ML Assessment Method 
In order to improve CobiT ML model and to support the congruence with the criteria 
put forward, it would be rational to work out a checklist that could be implemented to 
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assess the current position. Please note that this checklist may touch ﬁ elds irrelevant to 
some organizations (e.g., the controls for a shop differ from those of a bank). Moreover, 
it does not necessarily mean that the organization has a higher ML if some of the criteria 
are not topical.
It is possible to create a ML proﬁ le, which is categorized by ﬁ elds. If an organization 
has no need for particular controls, they are not evaluated. Filters for requisite criteria 
can be made by comparing organizations and analyzing the progress. 
4.1 Determination of ML: The Basal Principles
There are two main ways how ML of IT processes can be deﬁ ned: 
1. By inspecting the quality of IT management.
2. Considering the quality of IT services.
Let us now pay regard to each of them in a bit more detail.
Evaluation of IT management quality means that primarily, sufﬁ ciency of control 
measures are evaluated, secondly, control and process levels of development are deﬁ ned. 
In the case of CobiT, the controls, which are essential to meet the targets, are chosen and 
it is said that the situation is good and the goals are achieved if only it can be agreed that 
all controls are sufﬁ ciently well-developed. 
We can see that here the focus is on the query, whether the IT management is in 
correspondence with a good practice, rather than on – in truth – the main question, i.e., 
how safe the IT environment is. The latter remains unanswered.
Another drawback of this approach is the high probability of a mismatch of supposed 
IT security conditions with the actual situation in the organization. Such risk can be 
regarded as a multiplication of the following factors:
1. The risk of inaccurate determination of the current situation;
2. The risk to choose inappropriate directions; 
3. The possibility to choose unsuitable controls;
4. Wrongly chosen activities for implementation of controls;
5. Faulty assessment of the factual impact the implemented controls have on the 
information security.
Therefore it is advisable not only to use the assessment of IT management quality, 
but also to consider the quality of respective services, which could help clarify the de 
facto situation (e.g., DS5).
If the evaluation of IT management shows good results (a ﬁ ne development) but the 
evaluation of IT services – modest, unsatisfactory or even negative effect, the following 
questions should be considered:
1. Does the organization focus on the right IT security areas;
2. Are the controls correct;
3. Do the chosen activities ensure (effective) achievement of controls?
The conclusions could be helpful in planning and implementing activities in the 
future. On the other hand, if both approaches give a common result, there is a high 
probability of being on the right track.
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Evaluation of IT service quality denotes the inspection of the actual situation. 
In order to screen the real situation by means of a checklist, ISO (27002 – in the case 
of information security) or ISM3 can be successfully applied. Yet another option for 
the question compilation is Universal Vulnerability Matrix which supports a risk-based 
approach.
The questions should be composed so that the possibility to make a subjective 
assessment would be diminished or excluded. Besides, they should ensure the 
comparability of data, i.e., with each other, as well as within time and with those of other 
organizations. Questions should be as uniform as possible (applicable to a wide range 
of organizations) and may be meeting numerous requirements usually characteristic 
of business continuity, availability, protection of classiﬁ ed data, compliance of the 
necessary regulatory requirements. It is advisable not to overload the questionnaire; 
otherwise its usage may become inconvenient.
4.2  Suggestions and Recommendations on Compilation, Completion 
and Analysis of a Questionnaire 
The great bulk of suggestions and recommendations are represented in Table 2.
The General Guidance on Selection of Indicators: 
1. In order to diminish the impact of subjectivity on the ML assessment process, 
quantitative, rather than qualitative, approach should be adapted.
2. To a feasible extent the quantitative indicators should be attained from statistical 
data, e.g., from databases (see Table 2., „Information Source”; paying particular 
attention to uniformity of conﬁ guration, i.e., principles of evaluation), but the 
remainder – from IS administrators (or technical process owners) provided with 
concise and unambiguous questionnaires (consequently, not time-consuming). 
Furthermore, the latter could also be useful for executive ofﬁ cers (to raise the 
level of understanding) or as a part of Self assessment.
3. Sufﬁ cient amount of time should be devoted to prepare the statistical data, 
including their veriﬁ cation, before the ML assessment (meeting) takes 
place. What is more, the data should tend be indisputable, so that subjective 
assessments, conﬂ icts of interest and misunderstandings could be avoided. 
4. The questions incorporated in the questionnaire should be grouped by common 
sub-process (controls) rather than by MLs, and formed on the basis of parameters 
characterizing the quality of a current state (Table 2, column nr. 1). 
5. The questions should form short unambiguous sentences, each including only 
one statement. For instance, an afﬁ rmative sentence like this – „security-
relevant information is produced by systems, but not analysed” – should be split 
into two separate sentences before being incorporated into the questionnaire. 
6. The number of questions that may have more than one answer should be 
minimized. On the other hand, each question should be unique (should not be 
repeated), furthermore, independent (thus, two questions that are in conﬂ ict 
with each other, e.g., „a small part is involved” and „the majority is involved” – 
cannot be used within the same questionnaire).   
7. To determine the current state more precisely, not only the indicators that cover a 
certain IT process, but also interactions between these processes (and identiﬁ ers) 
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should be incorporated in the ML determination procedure (see Interpretation 
of Results: Application of Interconnected Processes). Such approach enables 
the detection of so called „sensitive links”4.
8. Relevant parameters and metrics have to be deﬁ ned (Table 2.). 
It should be taken into the consideration that the satisfaction with the system-
functioning is by deﬁ nition subjective, therefore it is impossible, as well as unnecessary 
to make an effort to replace all qualitative indicators with quantitative.
Guidance on Compilation of Assessment Questionnaires
Source material: Depending on the desirable accuracy of the assessment, it is 
advisable to choose within the ensuing openings:
1. CobiT Maturity Model Questionnaire, ISM3;
2. CobiT Controls [8];
3. CobiT CSF/KGI/KPI (Critical Success Factors, Key Goal Indicators, Key 
Performance Indicators) [15], CobiT Security Baseline [17];
4. Other organization-relevant standards (e.g., ISO 27002). 
5. On the contrary, cumulative parameter compliance to requirements of regulators 
should be avoided due to following reasons:
a. Such approach is resource-demanding, therefore would likely impede the 
ML evaluation process;
b. Compliance with certain parameters is more essential than the total 
conformance.
6. A relative importance (weight) can be granted to each question. As means of 
assistance, ratings (and other methods embodied in Decision-making theory) 
can be used.
7. When compiling response options the criticality of the object should be 
considered (crucial IS or processes).
Algorithm for question compilation:
1. Set up the basic structure;
2. Use checkpoints or activities for questions and controls or parameters of quality 
(Table 2.) for response options;
3. Choose units (e.g., a percentage, a number or a certain state-indicator) and 
establish an evenly (<25-50-75-100) or unevenly (<80-90-95-100) divided 
scale;
4. Create a clear structure: group questions thematically. If applicable, extend 
the existing CobiT „Maturity Model Attributes” or ISM3 (this will help 
determine positions that call for further measures) and apply crucially 
characterizing parameters („Crucial Systems” (CS), „CS and up to 30 % of 
other systems” etc.).
 4 Sensitive link – a parameter that is tightly bound to several other indicators, thus even slight its 
improvement can well affect many other factors. Examples of such „sensitive links” are formalization of 
a training process and implementaton of examinations.
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Collection and assessment of results. Results can be collected by heeding: 
1. Directions (ﬁ elds), e.g., „Understanding and Awareness”, „Goals and Metrics”, 
„Security policies and procedures” etc. according to CobiT [8] (please pay 
attention to Table 2.).
2. By processes.
3. Interrelationships (e.g., questions concerning existence of audit trails, their 
quality and application are all related). 
The potency to gain information on different stages enables profound use of 
available data, thus, empowering the process analysis, consequently, better decisions 
can be made. Let us now learn how the assessment of results occurs. Let us start with 
an example.
Shall all answers correspond to ML 1, it is then not difﬁ cult to understand that the 
result (ML of the topic) is as well 1. This also applies to other ML, i.e., ML 2, 3 et cetera. 
Put in mind that the ML of each topic follows the answers to all corresponding questions 
unless the response option that would cover the ML under consideration is not provided. 
In such a case the question is left out in the particular phase of calculation. The latter 
grants avoidance of situations when afﬁ rmative responses (to all provided questions) 
within the second level result in ML 3. 
When interrelationships are taken into account risk determination analogous 
treatment is applicable - probability should be multiplied by possible detriment.
Interpretation of Results: Application of Interconnected Processes. The next 
step within advancement involves the application of consequences emerging from 
interconnected processes, since indeed many IT processes are closely related, e.g., DS5 
[8] (Information provision process) to M1 [8] (monitoring process).
Maturity Level for "Ensure Systems Security" (DS5)
Maturity Level 0 1 2 3 4 5
Information 
Source
Understanding and Awareness
Not used
Depends on 
the 
individual
Formalized and 
executed for critical
Formalized and 
executed for all 
systems, meets 
the regulator's 
requirements
3 +  periodically 
reviewed
4 lvl + best 
practice
technical 
resourse 
holder/CMDB
System classification (quality)
Authentication and 
authorisation
Not at all
Critical 
<50% Critical - 100%
Critical, Total 
<40%
Critical, Total 41 
- 90%
Critical, Total 
>90%
IDM/CMDB
The rights depository are used 
for (system, in %): IDM
Data in the rights depository 
are verified with the data in 
systems (for system, in %) IDM settings
User identification is standardised 
for systems
IDM, 
systems 
settings
User authentication is 
standardised for systems
IDM, 
systems 
settings
Not 
verified
After 
request (not 
periodically)
Not all data, 
periodically, manually
Automatically, 
not one-line
On-line after 
changes
On-line after 
changes + 1 
per day
IDM settings
Information classification (quality)
Identity Management system 
used (for system, in %):
Data in the rights depository 
are verified with the data in 
systems (period)
Table 2.
Fragment of a sample questionnaire
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The evaluation can be carried out in two distinct ways:
1) In the frame of DS5 evaluation process 2 questions showing relation with M1 
development should be composed. One of them could focus on the range of 
monitoring (only CS, all systems etc.), the other – on the quality of monitoring, 
which could be expressed quantitatively;
2) The other approach is applicable when all the processes have already been 
evaluated (including allocation of relative importance’s (weights)) and 
explicable by means of the following example.
If the weight of DS5 is 3.5, but that of monitoring  is 2 and the impact weight is 
assumed as one twentieth or 0.05, then it can be deduced that monitoring affects DS5 
negatively, hampering it by a value of (3.5-2)*0.05=0.075.
The main beneﬁ t of application of interconnected processes is the acquired 
opportunity to reveal the operations substantially impeding or accelerating others.
For instance, as mentioned before, monitoring impedes other processes with a 
weight of 0.5, while the Change Management - with only 0.25. Consequently, provided 
equal amount of resources is utilized, monitoring affects the situation more than Change 
Management. At the same time, these calculations are theoretical, furthermore, the costs 
to ensure these changes are not taken into account.
Application of results in situation modelling: An additional gain from formalized 
ML determination is the establishment and introduction after certain rules providing an 
insight into a generalized course of action. This helps to plan the sequence of necessary 
actions to approach to and achieve the desired goal. 
5 Conclusion
On balance, determination of ML is a prerequisite to making decisions and meeting 
targets; at present methodologically the best tool to carry out this process is MM. The 
area for future inquiries is broad. 
Primarily, the other stages of the complex decision making and consummation 
process (see section 2) should be investigated. Furthermore, the adaptation of the 
commenced approach in the continuing research is advisable, since it could ensure 
natural integration of the groups in the whole process while assuring effective problem 
solving and task accomplishment separately - in each of them.
Taking into account that ML should be determined in line with future activities (like 
implementation of new controls or alteration of the existent), MM helps select the most 
appropriate directions, or ﬁ elds, (Table 2. provides an example) for the performance of 
activities, not the activities themselves.  What is more, MM supports the determination 
of ML, rather than of possible or best routes.
MM requirements, as well as recommendations employable to assure meeting them 
have been given throughout the inquiry. Though it is proper to emphasize afresh that a 
greater attention should be paid to connections between processes, controls, states and 
activities. Information Security process is very complex, therefore deﬁ ciencies emerging 
from stage most likely could prohibit success in another. 
Determination of ML and the development of other stages should support the 
decision-making process, as well as control mechanisms, for they help determine, 
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whether the goal has been achieved. Simultaneously the ML determination should 
advance toward boosting the situation modelling, which – as brought to front at the 
end of section 4.2 – could be possible providing the acquired results were accurately 
applied.
Situation modelling allows, ﬁ rst, operative audit (whether the (intermediate) target 
state is reached (see Fig. 1.) and credible forecasts, in the second place, regarding effects 
of alteration, advancement possibilities and risks. Moreover, it possesses a potential of 
being helpful in decision-making.
The issues faced in the research, as well as current MM and ISM management 
tendencies, have lead us to the following conclusions: 
1. Other stages of decision making and aim achievement processes should be 
investigated on the given basis;
2. A clear and formal deﬁ nition of aims and scope of MM application is needful;
3. Situation modelling should be encouraged;
4. Connections, including multidimensional, between various activities, controls 
and aims are supportable;
5. The use of Risk and Vulnerability approach should be encouraged.
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Abstract. Self-tuning techniques are widely used in the database community especially for large 
analyses systems. Within this domain, a new architecture known as column store comes up to 
analyse and aggregate data. Column stores demonstrate good results in real world examples and 
benchmarks like TPC-H. In recent years, row stores dominate the data warehousing domain. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no advisor for the optimal selection of storage architecture. 
We discuss this fact with respect to our example based on TPC-H. Afterwards, we present our 
research steps to develop a decision model for optimal selection of storage architecture. Finally, 
we motivate and discuss the development of a hybrid architecture.
1 Introduction
Database management systems (DBMSs) are pervasive in current applications. 
With database tuning, practitioners aim at optimal performance which is a primary 
objective for database applications. The administration and optimization of DBMSs is 
costly. Researchers and DBMS vendors are developing self-tuning techniques such that 
DBMSs continuously improve themselves [1,2]. Chaudhuri et al. show in their summary 
of ten years of self-tuning [3] that almost all techniques have been investigated for row-
oriented DBMSs (row stores).
In recent years, different approaches have come up to fulﬁ l new requirements for 
applications, e.g., column-oriented DBMSs column stores [4-6]. Abadi et al. deﬁ ne 
“Column-stores, in a nutshell, store each database table column separately, with attribute 
values belonging to the same column stored contiguously, compressed, and densely 
packed, as opposed to traditional database systems that store entire records (rows) one 
after the other” [7]. However, column stores have been neglected so far for self-tuning 
techniques. In this paper, we show that self-tuning techniques are beneﬁ cial for column 
stores as well.
We motivate our research with a small example and discuss the results according to 
our goals. Afterwards, we discuss the differences among the two storage architectures 
and show ﬁ rst ideas to develop a decision model for selection of an optimal storage 
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architecture. Therefore, such a decision model should map different application ﬁ elds 
to the best supporting storage architectures. Such a decision model is applicable to 
all relational DBMSs but our following descriptions are mainly based on the data 
warehousing (DWH) domain. To the best of our knowledge, there is no decision model 
to advise one of both architectures for a given application domain. Based on our insights, 
we argue that there is a high beneﬁ t for combining both architectures to a hybrid system. 
Such a system could use the advantages of both approaches in certain parts of application. 
We ﬁ nally note how self-tuning techniques for row stores can be used in hybrid systems 
and how they can be adapted for column stores parts within the system.
2 Motivating Example
In this section, we present the results of a motivating example. In our example, 
we decide to use Infobright ICE1 3.2.2 and MySQL2 5.1.37. MySQL represents the 
row stores and ICE represents the column stores. At ﬁ rst view, the two DBMSs are as 
similar as these two because both systems are based on the MySQL kernel/management 
services except that they use different storage architectures. Due to their afﬁ nity, we 
selected these two DBMSs to compare the architectures instead of different functionality. 
Afterwards, we discuss the results of our example.
2.1 The TPC-H Benchmark
Our test environment is an Ubuntu 9.10 64bit system running on a Samsung X65 
with a 2.2GHz dual core processor, 2GB RAM and 2GB swap partition. Furthermore, 
both DBMS conﬁ gurations are adjusted to MySQL standard conﬁ guration and we use 
the standardized benchmark TPC-H (2.8.0) with scale factor 1 (1GB), i.e., both DBMSs 
use considerably less than 1GB of RAM (e.g., key buffer 16MB). No indexes or views 
are create to our environment expect indexes and views that are caused by DDL (primary 
key) or the workload itself. We run a series of tests with the TPC-H benchmark that 
represents DWH applications on our machine.
Our results are presented in Table 1. The query execution times are in the format 
hours, minutes and seconds (hh:mm:ss). We note that we are not able to run TPC-H 
Query 13 with MySQL syntax. We aborted Query 18 running on MySQL after more 
than 21 hours. All executions of Query 18 (MySQL) led to the same result. Some queries 
perform similarly on both architectures like Query 10 and Query 12. In contrast, Query 
4 performs 20 times faster on MySQL (row store) than ICE (column store) as well 
as ICE executes some queries much faster than MySQL, e.g., Query 9 and Query 19. 
Our results show that neither of both architectures can outperform the other for every 
query.
Due to the signiﬁ cantly different results, we have to analyse several queries in 
detail, e.g., Query 21 for ICE or Query 18 for MySQL. If we exclude Query 18 and 21, 
we receive more expressive values, i.e., 58 minutes 33 seconds for ICE and 13 minutes 
06 seconds for MySQL. ICE does not outperform MySQL as one could expect. 
 1 http://www.infobright.org
 2 http://www.mysql.org
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Threats to Validity. In this study, we made some assumptions. We have chosen 
MySQL and ICE as representatives because both systems are based on MySQL 
management services. There are many other column and row stores which we do not 
compare in this study, i.e., our study does not make claims of being complete.
2.2 Discussion
One can argue that our results arise from different functionality and query optimization 
techniques. We mention, ICE uses query optimization techniques which MySQL does 
not support and ICE optimizer poorly supports nested queries at the moment. We assume 
that this behaviour is intensiﬁ ed by necessary tuple operations for certain queries, e.g., 
Query 21 or 22. ICE has to process the entire tuples for the (not) exist clauses in Query 
21 and 22. Additionally, ICE is already designed as read-only DWH system whereas 
MySQL is designed for transactional processing (OLTP). Nevertheless, we note that this 
functional gap appears to each system comparison concerning different architectures.
In our example, ICE outperforms MySQL on queries that contain a high number of 
aggregation and grouping operations, e.g., Query 1 and Query 3. The tuples processed 
for these queries contain only few columns in the (intermediate) result sets, i.e., a small 
number of tuple reconstructions is necessary. For (intermediate) result sets with a higher 
number of columns, ICE loses its advantages, e.g., Query 10 or in the worst case Query 
21/22 because a high number of tuple reconstructions increase signiﬁ cantly the costs of 
query execution.
Our example shows the need for 
new approaches in the DWH domain 
considering the new requirements 
[5,6,8-11] in this domain. There are 
queries which perform better on the 
row store and queries which perform 
better on column store architecture. 
The results verify our assumption 
that different workload parts perform 
better on one of the architectures. 
Consequently, different applications 
and their needs have to be evaluated 
to use the optimal architecture. 
The optimal architecture can only 
be ﬁ gured out if we have a decision support for architecture selection. Therefore, we 
recommend the development of a general decision model for row- and column-oriented 
architectures. We assume that a prototype supporting both architectures independently 
leads to a more general decision model.
According to the architecture, a decision model will support design and redesign of 
databases, e.g., DWH, and improves the quality of design decisions.
2.3 A hybrid storage architecture
We argue that different applications, in our case the DWH domain, have common 
needs and we can decide between both architectures based on a decision model. 
However, we will have performance losses caused by the architecture because there 
Table 1. 
TPC-H results for MySQL and ICE
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are probably also suitable patterns for the converse architecture. Moreover, the storage 
architecture of a system has to be changed if the workload changes extremely. This 
involves a complete architectural redesign and is the worst case on operational systems. 
So, the decision model cannot only be utilized to support design decisions but also to 
support development of new architectures, e.g., a hybrid architecture.
We see two strong intercessory aspects to develop a hybrid architecture and/or 
prototype. First, a hybrid system should be more suitable for applications which have 
mixed workload patterns, thus both storage architectures are required. The performance 
losses can be reduced compared with the other two architectures by a mixed workload 
scenario (tuple operations and aggregations). Second, the redesign of a system with one of 
both architectures can be prevented by a hybrid architecture because a hybrid architecture 
contains both. The hybrid architecture should reduce the performance losses caused by 
changing workload in contrast to the other both architectures. Additionally, it is conceivable 
that a hybrid architecture will be able to adapt constantly to a changing workload with 
some extensions. The costs of dynamical adaption have to be limited by thresholds in 
a cost function. These thresholds prevent the growth of the adaption costs beyond the 
beneﬁ t of adaption. Hence, self-tuning in an architectural manner will be possible.
We have to consider several aspects to develop a hybrid system, e.g., compression 
techniques, query processing. Some aspects are mutually exclusive to each other like 
different query processing techniques. Nevertheless, some conﬂ icts can be solved by 
adapting current techniques. These aspects, e.g., cooperative query processing, can be 
integrated into a hybrid system and into the decision model in further steps. A decision 
model for the selection of the optimal architecture has to be extended and provides also 
the basis for self-tuning in hybrid system. Thereby, analyses for the storage architecture 
selection have to be broken down from whole workloads to parts of it (decomposition), 
e.g., storage architecture will be advised for each relation.
3 Development Steps for a Decision Model
The database community has mainly considered that row stores can solve all data 
management tasks [12,13] in the past. Other storage architectures lead to niche solutions 
[14-16]. Thereby, column stores are most suitable for DWH and business intelligence [7]. 
Some TPC-H benchmark results emphasize this estimation but one cannot exactly say 
which application or workload advances the usage of a column store (cf. Section 2). To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no study or model which determines the use of column 
stores for a DWH. In this section, we present the ﬁ rst ideas to develop a decision model 
for storage architectures selection. Afterwards, we discuss the main inﬂ uence factors for 
a decision model according to storage architectures3 and how we can extend this model.
3.1 Workload Patterns
We have examined the general assumption that the typical column store application 
is DWH. Aggregation and grouping are typically used in the DWH domain but 
 3 In the remaining work, we use column and row store as synonyms for the corresponding database storage 
architectures.
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computations based on tuples occur in these workloads, too. As we already mentioned 
column stores perform worse on tuple operations, thus column stores are not suitable 
for each application in the DWH domain. Our considerations should help to overcome 
the main problem in this domain according to the selection of storage architectures. 
We assume, row and column stores have their own application ﬁ elds within the DWH 
domain especially with respect to the new requirements [5,6,8-11]. Hence, we have to 
analyse workloads and derive workload patterns to estimate or select the most suitable 
architecture. Additionally, we need to analyse computation types of DBMS operations 
for the DWH domain.
Based on our analyses, any workload is composed out of three workload patterns 
that crucially inﬂ uence the performance on both architectures. First, aggregation and 
grouping form one pattern because in an abstract manner, the computations proceed the 
same way. The second pattern covers join operations as essential part of nearly every 
DBMS. Third, tuple operations/reconstructions are composed in a separate pattern.
Aggregation and grouping are very important in the DWH domain, e.g., cube 
building or on-the-ﬂ y analysis. The aggregation and grouping pattern has to be analysed 
for row and column stores even if the operations themselves are the same because they 
are processed in different ways. We need to know how different both architectures 
perform on this pattern. The comparison of two systems provides system-speciﬁ c results 
which we have to generalise. This pattern points out the strengths of columns stores.
The behaviour of join pattern is similar to the aggregation and grouping pattern. 
There are several join techniques in DBMSs, e.g., merge join, hash join, or nested loop 
join, which are common in both architectures. Hence, we do not analyse different join 
techniques themselves but the different computation types in both architectures, e.g., 
vector and non-vector based. Join operations crucially inﬂ uence the size of intermediate 
results, e.g., selectivity join over primary key values or full table join that imply different 
amount of tuple reconstructions in column stores. Thus, the performance can be changed 
critically.
The number of tuple operations and/or reconstructions is a critical factor. In contrast 
to row stores, each tuple operations/reconstruction causes computational costs in column 
stores because column stores recompose tuples with all necessary columns. Row stores 
access tuples directly and cause only costs directly from the access path, i.e., this pattern 
advantages row stores and also represents several new mentioned requirements.
Typically, insert, delete, and update operations are not considered in the DWH 
domain, so we do not discuss these operations for now. For the new requirements in 
the DWH domain our patterns should be extended in this direction at a future date. 
Equally, the projection will not covered in a separate pattern because each system uses 
projections on intermediate and ﬁ nal results.
3.2 The Decision Model
We mentioned, different workload patterns are more suitable for either row or 
column store architecture (cf. Section 3.1). None of both architectures, row- and column-
oriented, support the whole DWH domain optimally, i.e., we have to assign different 
workload patterns to one of the two storage architectures. Hence, we have to identify 
the inﬂ uence of different workload patterns on the architectures and the performance of 
these patterns on a certain architecture. The workload patterns are used in our decision 
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model that gives an advice for the optimal storage architecture. The input parameters are 
a given workload, statistics that we map into our workload patterns, and derived or user-
deﬁ ned heuristics/rules. The rough functionality is covered below and given in Fig. 1.
A given workload will be analysed and parts of the decomposed workload are mapped 
to the described patterns. As we mentioned before, the different patterns advantage a 
certain architecture. We compute the costs of each pattern for the respective architecture 
and aggregate these costs for instance. In this case, the most qualiﬁ ed architecture for a 
given workload causes less total costs. Hence, we can recommend a certain architecture 
for a given workload. Therefore, we can derive heuristics and rules from our workload 
patterns which contain the workload statistics. The heuristics and rules can be iteratively 
reﬁ ned. The different optimization techniques and/or rules of a system have to be hidden 
for a general model because we want to evaluate the architectures and not the different 
(query) optimization techniques. This reduces the initial complexity the decision model 
development.
In detail, we analyse the workload 
based on used operations, e.g., we 
count the frequency of operations and 
the participated tuples and columns 
for each operation. The computation 
cost for each operation, e.g., average 
calculation operation (aggregation/
grouping pattern); will be estimated by 
statistics of corresponding DBMS or 
empirical determined factors. We state, 
these factors weight costs of column and 
row stores for a certain operation to each 
other. In other words, a heuristic could 
state that column stores cause costs by 
factor X per tuple for a certain column and row stores cause costs by factor Y per tuple 
for a certain column in our average calculation example. This procedure will be repeated 
for each operation belonging to a pattern. From the heuristics, we can derive decision 
rules. For the total costs calculation, it is not decisively if the costs are completely 
computed or some costs are estimated by heuristics or rules. The usage of heuristics or 
rules will only reduce the computation complexity, i.e., these decision rules replace cost 
computations in our decision model for pre-deﬁ ned events.
Due to a ﬁ ne-granular approach, the complexity of storage architecture decision 
based on statistics is very high. As we mentioned, we can use rules to reduce the 
complexity, e.g., column stores perform always better on average calculation for a 
column than row stores. To derive correctly heuristics and rules, we need to use real 
statistics from operating DBMSs. Thus, we have to accept the computation costs and start 
with the ﬁ ne granular approach to constitute facts for optimization of decision process. 
Afterwards, we are able to reduce the complexity by our weighted heuristics/rules, e.g., 
we expect that a certain part of the workload belongs to average calculation operations 
that perform better on column store by factor X. The complexity will crucially lowered 
by each heuristic for a certain operation. As a consequence of coarse granularity, we 
only have to compute the costs for operations where the performance approximation is 
not decidable by heuristics and rules.
Fig.1. Scheme of our Decision Model
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In the design process, we cannot build on given workloads and have to use an 
estimated workload behaviour. Again, we use weighting factors to estimate the 
performance of workload parts. Our coarse decision model approach using heuristics and 
rules will satisfy these demands. Therefore, we use weighting factors which we obtained 
by complexity reduction process of ﬁ ne-granular approach. In the most extreme case, 
the decision rules stored in the decision model can describe entire patterns and replace 
the complete cost calculation after workload decomposition.
3.3 Development Strategies
In this section, we will present development strategies for a decision model to select 
the optimal storage architecture. We assume at least two development strategies.
First, we develop a DBMS which supports independently both architectures to 
obtain and evaluate heuristics and rules for the model, i.e., we can switch the storage 
engines within the DBMS. Thus, we can hide the optimization techniques for decision 
model development because both storage engines use the same DBMS functionalities. 
Finally, we use a set of cost functions to estimate the performance differences between 
the architectures in our decision model. With the assistance of such a decision model, we 
can select an architecture in the design process or if necessary the redesign for a certain 
application.
Second, we develop a decision model that does not hide system-speciﬁ c optimization 
techniques. This strategy compares two systems, i.e., a column and a row store, and 
weights the different workload patterns for both systems. Hence, we can develop an 
architectural decision model for the two systems. Such a model can give advice which 
architecture we should use for a given workload. However, this strategy implies new 
parameter sets for the decision model concerning each pairs of DBMSs.
We argue, one system that supports both architectures is needed to obtain a general 
model. Hence, our model based on heuristics/rules can be proven and reﬁ ned using such 
a system, i.e., we can decide which architecture is more suitable for a given workload.
Independently from the development strategy, the general functionality of the 
decision model is equally for design tasks (weighted comparison) and self-tuning 
(hybrid system). The set of rules derived from the workload patterns and heuristics are 
integrated as cost functions into the decision model. Finally, the given workload will be 
processed by the decision model based on cost functions.
3.4 Interactions with other DBMS parts
Many aspects inﬂ uence the storage model decision. We introduce the estimated 
main factors of inﬂ uence to support an open and objective discussion and introduce 
them into the model in later stages. We assume at least four main interactions: the SQL 
optimizer, the query processor, the query processing, and compression techniques.
First, the SQL optimizer is integrated into nearly every DBMS. The functionality, 
optimization rules, and implementation techniques vary from system to system and make 
a comparable evaluation very difﬁ cult. At the same time, no current DBMS supports 
both, column-oriented and row-oriented, architectures. Even if a DBMS supports both 
architectures, it is still a vague expectation that its SQL optimizer does not affect the 
query execution in different ways. By hiding the optimization step, we can guarantee 
that the SQL optimizer does not perform better for one of both storage architectures.
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Second, the query processor of a system is an important aspect for the performance 
of a system. Thereby, the quality of the query processor depends on the functionality, 
quality of implementation etc. Even worse, column stores can use a row-oriented or a 
column-oriented query processor. In case of column stores, query optimization depends 
on the query processor and point of time for tuple reconstruction.
Third, the query processing (and optimization) can be based on tuples like all row 
stores and most column stores or are based on columns like C-Store/Vertica [5]. By 
using a column-oriented query processor, advantages of compression techniques can 
be utilized more efﬁ ciently because columns can be processed for a query without 
decompression [5].
The last aspect regarding different compression techniques is directly linked to 
query processing on compressed data. Several compression techniques are used in 
column stores in miscellaneous variants, e.g., dependently on data type. Thereby, it 
is nearly impossible to observe every aspect of compression across different systems. 
Some systems use a huge set of compression techniques (nearly for each data type) and 
other use compression only for speciﬁ c columns. Adding the compression techniques 
of row stores will corrupt these observations because row stores process compression 
tuple-wise or partition-wise with different data types (mostly based on relations).
To hide the mentioned interactions, we propose the extension of a row store, e.g., 
BerkeleyDB [17] or FAME DBMS [18], with column-oriented architecture. This strategy 
promises the best results according to the model development. Hence, we guarantee the 
same environment for both architectures and develop a general model for them.
3.5 Perspective
Nevertheless, we have to recover the interactions and optimization techniques 
which we had hidden (cf. Section 3.4). These interactions have to be integrated in a 
general manner into our decision model because we also consider distinct systems in 
our general decision model besides a prototype. In this way, we can develop a general 
decision model for column and row stores. But as already mentioned, neither of both 
architectures can perform efﬁ ciently on each workload. We can only overcome this gap 
between column and row stores with aid of a hybrid architecture and develop a hybrid 
system based on this architecture.
To develop a hybrid system or architecture, we do not need to integrate the 
interactions of DBMS parts. On the contrary, a hybrid system should utilize and consider 
architectural strengths and weaknesses before considering optimization techniques. We 
argue, these optimization techniques have to be adapted for a hybrid system anyway, 
thus we do not need to consider them. The reimplementation or adaption of current 
optimization techniques is also a chance to overcome existing barriers, e.g., the static 
storage allocation [19], OLTP and/or real-time DWH [6] because they strongly depend 
on the current architectures. The reached degree of freedom involves administrative 
overhead which has to be lower than the beneﬁ t guaranteed by cost functions.
In contrast to our proposed prototypical implementation for model development, 
we mention that it could be more advantageous to develop the hybrid architecture 
based on a column store (or complete reimplementation). We reason this approach by 
functional gaps between column and row stores, e.g., update-in-place strategies cannot 
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be applied in column stores or concurrency control in column stores is very different 
(mostly delta based).
Update operations are another new challenge in the DWH domain and new DWH 
applications. Updates can critically affect the performance of a DBMS. We note that 
updates can be implemented by delete and insert operations. So, we determine all three 
operations as update behaviour. Formerly, the database community estimated, update 
processing does not inﬂ uence DWH applications because the DWH works on time-
invariant data and executes the updates in an ETL process. Such process requires a 
time of minor workload or ofﬂ ine time of the DWH but most DWH should be available 
24 hours a day. However, new approaches [9,20,21] show that updates processing 
will be crucially increased for DWH. Updates are an architectural problem in column 
stores due to tuple partitioning in the column-oriented architecture. To support the 
tuple reconstruction after partitioning, each column value has to refer to unique tuple 
identiﬁ er or have to keep the columns in physical sequential order especially for sorted 
columns. Hence, several column store implementations try to reduce drawbacks by 
updates, e.g., C-Store/Vertica [5]. However, we want to evaluate a decision model for 
architectural decision between column and row store for a certain application and not 
speciﬁ c implementations even if there are already good approaches available.
Finally, a hybrid architecture can help to overcome the update problem of column 
stores and could open new application ﬁ elds because it contains both architectures that 
can be adapted to workloads, e.g., storage architecture will be advised for each relation. 
A hybrid architecture that utilizes both architecture enables self-tuning techniques in an 
architectural manner, i.e., the storage architecture of a certain part of the database can be 
changed and adapted to changing workloads. Additionally, the adaptation of self-tuning 
techniques from row stores are possible and will increase the overall performance, e.g., 
self-adapting compressions (techniques) for shifting data distribution or materialized 
views that store the tuple reconstruction results for frequently accessed partitioned 
tuples etc. These self-tuning approaches can reduce I/O costs for data access even for 
changing data sets or reduce tuple reconstruction costs within query execution. These 
self-tuning techniques can certainly be utilized in column stores, too.
4 Related Work
In recent years, several open- and closed-source column stores have been released 
[4,5,15,22]. There are well-known column stores but all systems are pure column 
stores and do not support any row store functionality. Abadi et al. [23] compare row 
and column stores performance on the star schema benchmark. They simulate the 
column store architecture by indexing every single column or vertical partitioning of 
the schema. They show that using column store architecture in a row store is possible 
but the performance in a row store is poor. In this paper, we do not directly compare 
optimization techniques of DBMSs. Instead, we consider strengths and weakness of 
both architectures to encourage our work of combining them in a hybrid system.
Regarding the solutions for architectural problems, there are systems available which 
are not a hybrid system in our sense (between a column and a row store). Nevertheless, 
they contain very interesting approaches for development of a hybrid system. C-Store [5] 
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uses two different storages to overcome the update problems of column stores. A related 
approach brings together a column store approach and the typical row store domain of 
online transactional processing (OLTP) data [9]. In contrast to our work, they focus on 
near real-time processing of OLTP data in a DWH and the necessary ETL components. 
They hold replicates of all OLTP data which is needed for reporting mechanism (OLAP/
DWH). These approaches are not a hybrid system in our sense because we want to 
combine two architectures to a hybrid storage without replication.
Another interesting approach is Ingres/Vectorwise which applies the Vectorwise 
(formerly MonetDB/X100) architecture into the Ingres product family [24]. In 
cooperation with Vectorwise, Ingres is developing a new storage manager ColumnBM 
for the new Ingres/Vectorwise. From [24] and product documentations, the integration 
of the new architecture into the existing environment remains unclear.
BigTable [16] or HadoopDB [25] bring together different architectures or competing 
approaches. However, these systems are developed for quite different application ﬁ elds 
(niche solutions) and do not support the relational data model. Thereby, the development 
of a hybrid system is supported by our decision model which is our main goal in our 
work. We compare the architectures to obtain a general model and not certain DBMSs 
which is nearly impossible by the amount of DBMSs in the community. Moreover, a 
decision model and its resulting knowledge are the basis to develop a hybrid architecture. 
This strategy is the main distinction of our work to the other approaches.
To develop our decision model, we need to analyse any workloads and derive 
workload patterns therefrom. Therefore, we can utilize, adapt and extend existing 
approaches such as Turbyﬁ ll's approach [26] that considers mixed database workloads 
concerning disk access. We can map this approach to the strengths and weaknesses 
of different architectures. In contrast, the approach by Raatikainen [27] considers 
workload classes and how to ﬁ nd them based on cluster analysis. We do not want to 
cluster workloads into a certain number of classes but we want to classify operations. 
We can use these and other approaches to ﬁ nd and evaluate our workload patterns. The 
approaches of Favre et al. [28] and Holze et al. [29] step into the direction of self-tuning 
databases. Favre et al. consider the evolutionary changes within a DWH workload. 
They also consider the interactions between schema evolution and workload evolution. 
This approach is very interesting according to our proposed hybrid system. The related 
approach of Holze et al. concerns clustering of workloads based on distance functions 
but is developed for lightweight and stream-based operations. Thereby, the development 
of a hybrid system is supported by the workload pattern development.
The current research reﬂ ects new approaches to solve the update problems of OLAP 
applications, e.g., dimension updates [10]. Moreover, the update problem is increased 
according to new demands like real-time DWH [8,11]. These new demands call for new 
decision models in the DWH domain and databases at all.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we report on a study that we performed on column store and row store 
systems. In this study, we observed the necessity of a decision model for architectural 
design in the data warehousing domain. To map a workload to an architecture (column or 
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row store), we identiﬁ ed three workload patterns which will be reﬁ ned into ﬁ ne-grained 
sub-patterns. The patterns have to be evaluated concerning their performance on different 
architectures, i.e., the recommended architecture depends on workload or found pattern. 
Based on these patterns, we presented our ideas to develop our decision model. In future 
work, we want to advise the architectural (re-) design decisions of DWH systems. We 
assume that the development of a decision model for the choice of storage architecture 
(row or column store) is the precondition for new self-tuning techniques in hybrid 
systems. Furthermore, the generality of a decision model should be veriﬁ ed in a number 
of case studies. The interactions of DBMS parts have to be discussed afterwards, e.g., 
SQL optimizer or query processor.
Moreover, we conclude the development of a hybrid architecture to overcome the 
gap between column and row stores as consequence of our study. This step is an explicit 
conclusion of our considerations concerning a decision model because we can map the 
workload pattern to the strengths of either architecture. So, our model will be the base 
for a hybrid system and we can utilize it for column, row, and hybrid architectures. We 
argue that our model will foster the development of a hybrid architecture by architectural 
design decision support and rules/heuristics.
A hybrid system will enable self-tuning approaches in an architectural manner. The 
monitored workloads will be analysed with the aid of our decision model. The self-
tuning approach enables continuous adaption of architectures in small steps for a hybrid 
system instead of periodical (re-) design of complete systems. The adaptive architecture 
of a hybrid system will save the costly redesigns of a system and will endorse changing 
workloads.
In the future, we will determine the necessary workload patterns using a prototypical 
implementation and evaluate their performance on the different architectures. These 
patterns will be integrated in our model and reﬁ ned by evaluation on different existing 
environments/systems.
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Abstract. This paper presents a research-in-progress report on a method for data consistency 
support in ad-hoc mobile distributed systems. The method is based on a concept of high-level 
operations “compatibility” and operation history reconciliation with compensations. The 
described approach is not bound to any particular data storage or communication technology, 
but in this paper we use tuple spaces as a possible practical medium, which hides network 
details and mobile nodes heterogeneity. Limits of applicability of the method are described, 
model and operations are formalized, detailed reconciliation algorithm and communication 
protocol are discussed.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present a new method for data consistency support in an ad-hoc 
mobile distributed system. This method combines some of the optimistic practices 
known for traditional and nomadic distributed systems (like high-level operations 
“compatibility” and compensational operations) with special structures such as list-
accumulators, which abstract the idea of an operation history [10] (see Section 3). 
The proposed method speciﬁ cally deals with reconciliation conﬂ icts separating them 
into a compensational accumulator, which is only required for external operations, but 
not necessary for merging. In this paper we also propose using loose communication 
mechanisms such as tuple spaces, which can hide the intermittent mobile network 
connection and mobile nodes heterogeneity.
Many researchers contributed to the development and optimization of consistency 
support methods for traditional client-server and nomadic distributed systems [1, 2, 
10, 15]. Most of such methods though rely on some sort of centralized “clusters of 
consistency” [13], or “master replica”, that is a node or a set of nodes, which keeps 
the latest and most actual data. Nomadic nodes synchronize their state with those 
 1 This work was partially supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research RFBR, grant 10-07-00156.
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central nodes and achieve durability for the accepted transactions. Such approach is 
not applicable in the ad-hoc mobile scenario [3, 9]. Other works that propose weak 
consistency protocols for distributed systems [6, 8] do not describe any speciﬁ c 
conﬂ ict resolution protocols, assuming that the conﬂ icts are “unlikely to happen” 
or giving them only a short remark, though conﬂ ict resolution is usually the most 
complex part of an optimistic system[16]. Instead of avoiding conﬂ icts through locks 
or quorum protocols (impossible in a disconnected scenario) or ignoring them we 
have to embrace  consistency conﬂ icts as a part of the usual working scenario and 
give away the durability property. We propose a speciﬁ c mechanism for handling 
consistency conﬂ icts with compensational accumulator, which is discussed in details 
in Section 3. This mechanism supports automatic semantic conﬂ ict resolution as well 
as delayed manual.
On the other hand, one of the strong advantages of ad-hoc distributed systems is in 
the absence of a “single point of failure”. All of the network nodes are equally important, 
and if we can keep their replicas consistent then our system can continue working even 
if it loses part of the nodes. Another advantage is the potentially unlimited extensibility 
(i.e. the ability to add and accommodate new network nodes) as there is no bottleneck 
like main server performance or main server connection bandwidth. Every node is only 
going to “talk” to its neighbors. Finally, in a mobile world it’s a possible scenario that 
the known main servers can be inaccessible, while the neighbour devices can be still 
available. Ideally such availability can be exploited to support the same level of services 
the node had while it was connected to the static infrastructure. In practice our method 
can only guarantee limited level of services, as they must comply with the conditions 
we describe in Section 2 and should not have many conﬂ icting operations. The exact 
practical limitations are to be veriﬁ ed in the experimental part of my Ph.D. thesis, which 
is yet in progress. 
The proposed method is indifferent to an underlying data model, only operations are 
important. It demands all nodes to be aware of:
• some common initial data state S0, which can be just an empty set, or a “map” 
over which the nodes work; 
• a set of high-level operations O=M+C, where M are model operations recorded 
by nodes and C are compensational operations; 
• a compensational function δ: <M> → <C>, which maps model’s list-accumulator 
to a compensational list-accumulator;
• a reconciliation operation R.
This is discussed in detail in Section 3. Having that deﬁ ned the nodes become 
autonomous and start applying operations from M to their local replicas. At some 
random (unpredictable) points in time nodes perform binary reconciliation operation R 
of their model accumulators and through this achieve a consistent and actual data. 
<M> ‘R’ <M> → <M> . (1)
Due to the general approach this method can be used to build a middleware platform 
for consistency support in ad-hoc distributed systems.
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2 Method Applicability
In this section we discuss two conditions of the proposed method applicability.
First of all, let’s clarify what we mean by “mobility” of the network nodes. Basing 
on the classiﬁ cation given in [11] we assume our nodes: have intermittent network 
connection; have dynamic location / dynamic context; need to discover other hosts in an 
ad-hoc manner; are heterogeneous. We abstract from nodes heterogeneity and context 
change by using loose generic tuple spaces communication mechanism. Also we do not 
consider our nodes to have any signiﬁ cant limitations in CPU / power resources for the 
sake of this research, due to the rapid development of mobile devices and because we 
not only take PDAs and communicators into account, but laptops as well.
The second applicability condition concerns the reconciliation operation ‘R’ 
properties. This operation is naturally commutative, because of the system symmetry: all 
nodes histories are equally important and there is no point in making the reconciliation 
to prefer one argument over another. What we have to additionally demand is the 
associativity property for R. Without that property the result of the reconciliation will 
depend on the particular order of nodes reconciliations thus, as we cannot guarantee any 
particular order, making the result non-deterministic. For some certain sets of operations 
and compensations it might be possible to bound this non-determinism, so that, for 
example, any possible order of R’s would return a “consistent enough” result, but this 
topic is out of the scope of this research. So, we demand R to be commutative and 
associative.
3 Data Model and Operations
For the sake of the proposed method, a set of deﬁ ned high-level operations over the 
data is more signiﬁ cant than the data model itself and further in this paper we will only 
discuss operation set properties. At the same time we must note that in some related 
works [10, 14] special data model was crucial in deﬁ ning such operations, which cause 
less conﬂ icts and therefore better suitable for collaborative work.
In general, we can name two sides or two states of the data in the system. One side 
is the real data, which resides in the mobile agents, and which is continuously updated 
by them and another side is the ideal data, that can be achieved by a full semantically-
correct reconciliation of all data replicas. In the process of work our cloud of local data 
replicas strives to become closer to the ideal state, where every agent knows the current 
and actual state of data. Of course, in reality the degree of consistency depends on many 
factors, like the connection quality between agents and the intensity of the continuous 
local updates. We plan to examine the ratio of these factors in the experimental part of 
the work.
To formalize that we will use a variation of the version vector approach [16]. 
Assuming we have N nodes and each node has a version number, which is incremented 
on every update this node commits, the state of a node i can be expressed as a vector Vi, 
where Vi[j] is the last version of node j known to node i. Then an ideal fully consistent 
state would have every Vi[j] = Vj[j], if by Vj[j] we mean the global latest version of 
node j. Every state different from that would have some node divergence and require 
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further reconciliation. We must note here that the actual node data is fully determined by 
its version vector due to the operation ‘R’ properties, discussed in Section 2.
In most cases, a table of compatibility conditions is ﬁ lled together with operations 
deﬁ nition. In the CoACT model [15] such conditions are called “activity interleaving 
rules” and given in a form of predicates for each pair of operations. In general, operations 
compatibility may depend on both their nature (e.g., two “read” operations will never 
create a conﬂ ict) and data they are applied to.
To successfully maintain consistency the set of operations for ad-hoc mobile 
distributed system must ensure as few conﬂ icts as possible, in other words operations 
must be as compatible as possible, because every conﬂ ict in such a system is a serious 
problem. Two mobile nodes, which discover a data inconsistency during their interaction 
don’t possess any advantage over each other, unlike it happens in “nomadic” distributed 
systems, where the ﬁ xed nodes have the priority, the most consistent state. Usually in 
ad-hoc distributed system it’s also impossible to draw a human operator into the process 
of conﬂ ict resolution, because the inconsistent state can be discovered at nodes that 
aren’t the authors of the conﬂ icting operations or when the authors are ofﬂ ine [16].
Therefore every conﬂ ict resolution must be automatic in accordance with some pre-
deﬁ ned rules of reconciliation, as the system can’t be blocked by a conﬂ ict. Such rules 
can be of two major types: differential (e.g. when the system takes one of two conﬂ icting 
operations basing on its timestamp) and integral (if the system, for example, has some 
pre-deﬁ ned objective function or cost function over the data model and it discards one 
of the conﬂ icting operations basing on the value of the function). The system should 
also allow delayed manual conﬂ ict resolution as this is the only ultimate way to resolve 
possible operation conﬂ icts. 
In this paper we propose using two list-accumulators for each data object to meet the 
described requirements. Accumulators are intended for “intervention” of the application 
to the conﬂ ict resolution. As against simple types, the accumulator stores operations 
applied to some initial value of simple type instead of the explicit value of the element. 
Thus, accumulators allow on the air replaying the operations [10]. 
The ﬁ rst accumulator <M> is used to store the model operation history over a data 
element, and additional accumulator <C> is used to store the compensation operations over 
data elements. On reconciliation ‘R’ we merge only model accumulators to propagate the 
known updates throughout the system. After that, nodes use the compensational function 
δ to calculate the compensations <C> for the new model history <M>. Compensations 
may include simple cancellations of some operations from the main history, or those can 
be additional commands to semantically resolve a conﬂ ict in <M>. <C> is constructed 
in such a way, so it can be easily merged with <M> for external queries. But another 
important usage of <C> is that it can be examined separately by client applications and 
used to show the collected conﬂ icts to a user for further reconciliation (the user, for 
example, might want to undo or redo one of the cancelled operations with the newer 
version of the object).
Formally, the reconciliation operation of nodes i and j can be described as 
maximization of each version vector component separately, so that
 Vresult[k] = max(Vi[k], Vj[k]), where k = 1.. N . (2)
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4 Transactional Properties
The above-stated implies that even if some operation has been committed at one 
of the nodes and lived in the system for some period of time it is not guaranteed to be 
ﬁ xed in the system forever as one of the other nodes could have submitted a conﬂ icting 
operation that will eventually overcome the ﬁ rst one. In other words, the Durability 
property from the ACID set is not guaranteed by our system for the sake of Consistency. 
Here we can also notice that in an ad-hoc distributed system no “global commit” or 
“strong” [13] operations are possible. On the contrary, all operations in the system are 
“weak”, that is they are only applicable to the local replica of the data and they are only 
guaranteed to be “safe” until next data reconciliation with another node.
The Consistency property in our system should not to be confused with “single-
node” data consistency. This type of consistency is always guaranteed in ACID systems, 
no transaction is allowed to leave the data in an inconsistent or partially consistent state as 
it would make the data meaningless. Our high-level operations can be seen analogous to 
such classical transactions as they are supposed to always leave our model semantically 
correct. So when we talk about the “degree of consistency” and node divergence we 
mean distributed system consistency. As our consistency support techniques cannot be 
based on locking in the mobile environment, they can only be optimistic, hence we 
have weak consistency type of system [6]. We can guarantee eventual type of weak 
consistency only under certain conditions, as we cannot always expect full convergence 
of the nodes’ states, unless they participate actively in the communication. Another 
problem for the convergence is the possibility of distributed network partitioning, where 
some nodes from one network part will never be exposed to nodes from another. This 
limits the applicability of the proposed method in cases where eventual consistency is 
demanded. 
With respect to the other ACID properties such as Atomicity and Isolation we should 
notice two levels of their applicability. Again if we consider our high-level operations as 
a speciﬁ c form of transactions consisting of some elementary read/write sub-operations, 
then these transactions will satisfy both A and I properties. If on the other hand we 
introduce even higher-level transactions that consist of our original operations we will 
need to give away the highlighted properties, similar to how it happens in the “sagas” 
transaction model [5]. Otherwise, long-running isolated transactions will inevitably 
increase the number of conﬂ icts just like it is observed in other types of distributed 
database systems [7]. In our system this can lead to increased load on mobile nodes 
and the overall decline in data quality, as compensative transactions can sometimes be 
ineffective in cleaning up the database due to lack of transaction isolation.
5 Nodes Interaction Protocol
We assume that numerous mobile nodes interact with each other by establishing 
connection with some of the other nodes in their “visibility range” and sharing a tuple 
space, for example, LIME [12] or JavaSpaces [4]. The tuple space has an ID, which is 
bound to the data model, so every node can actually “host” several models and reconcile 
them in different tuple spaces.
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At one time there can be several nodes sharing one tuple space, but only one 
“editor”. The editor is selected in some deterministic and reliable way, for example, by 
passing a token from one node to another. Tuple space contains the model achieved so 
far after the reconciliation of all the previous “editors” models. Current editor’s task is 
to reconcile it with his own model, if necessary, update its own model with the shared 
model and pass the token to the next node. Every node can go ofﬂ ine any time, if the 
“editor” disconnects a new token must be generated.
As the implementation of the model reconciliation operation ‘R’ we propose 
simple timestamp-based ordering of the operations. It’s easy to observe such ‘R’ is both 
commutative and associative. 
After the reconciliation we need to calculate the compensational accumulator 
<C>, this can be done on each node separately or once per tuple space if one node is 
selected as compensation accumulator “editor”. One obvious further enhancement of 
the protocol is, of course, in keeping the old compensations unchanged if there were no 
model changes in the compensated area.
In this scenario the common tuple space can be found to correspond to a notion of 
a “cluster of consistency” [13], with the only difference that in our case no data in a 
cluster is durable. For example, if two nodes from different clusters interact any of the 
operations in their replicas can be potentially conﬂ icting and subject for removal.
6 Conclusion and Further Work
We have introduced a method for consistency support in a mobile ad-hoc distributed 
system, based on the reconciliation process of high-level operations histories. We also 
presented a description of supported data models and the requirements for operations 
set. We have analyzed the transactional properties of the proposed system and outlined 
a protocol for nodes interaction. 
We plan to further develop this method with regards to an experimental proof of 
concept. In future theoretical work we plan to introduce metrics of the global consistency 
in such a mobile system based on the version vectors to be able to evaluate the efﬁ ciency 
of the method and/or compare our method with other methods. Another way of applying 
such metrics is to use them in the described mobile system as an integral rule for 
operational histories reconciliation, thus we can sort out nodes, which have their replica 
so obsolete or inconsistent that it doesn’t make sense to compare them with the current 
data.
One more possible further research direction is to look at weaker reconciliation 
operations ‘R’, which do not require the associativity property.
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Abstract. We outline the proposal for the doctoral research of heterogeneous statistical language 
model. The conventional language models can be classiﬁ ed as homogeneous, because the usage 
of certain structures as the base language units (words or morphemes) in lexicon is ﬁ xed. We, on 
the contrary, propose not to constrain the language structures to be used in the lexicon beforehand. 
Our model would allow the insertion of morphemes, words as well as multi-word expressions 
into the lexicon. For ﬁ nding the optimal lexicon, we propose two criteria: the amount of language 
covered with the lexicon and the amount of structure of the language preserved. Such structure-
preserving model will hopefully lead to better results of certain Natural Language Processing 
applications, like for example Automatic Speech Recognition or Machine Translation.
Keywords: Statistical language modeling, Heterogeneous language model, Heterogeneous 
structure of language.
1 Introduction
In the ﬁ eld of Natural Language Processing (NLP) there are many tasks, which 
use statistical language modeling (SLM). For example Automatic Speech Recognition 
(ASR), Machine Translation (MT), Information Retrieval (IR) and Automatic Text 
Segmentation are just some examples, where the statistical language models are used. 
Most of these tasks could be (and historically also have been) approached also with 
non-statistical methods, but in the last three decades the usage of statistical models has 
become common in such applications [17].
The most common building blocks used in statistical language models are the words. 
This approach has been satisfactorily applied in the languages like English, which is a 
rather isolating language. In more synthetic languages, where from one word many 
different forms can be made, the usage of morphemes has proved to be more successful 
[1,3]. In both cases, the building blocks are chosen keeping in mind the properties of the 
speciﬁ c language being modeled.
We want to propose the outline of the research of the so-called heterogeneous 
language model. In this model the structure of the modeling units would not be restricted. 
We assume that the information of the most optimal building blocks is present in the 
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text corpus and we believe that it is possible to devise unsupervised methods, which 
automatically capture those structural language elements from the corpus that are most 
beneﬁ cial for constructing a statistical language model regardless the language. The only 
predeﬁ ned limit would be the size of the lexicon used in the model. One would argue 
that the lexicon sizes used now in practical applications are not big enough to allow 
the capture of more complicated structures than words. Yet the success of statistical 
modeling is mainly due to the increase in computational power and in the future there 
will be more and more computational power available, which will allow the size of the 
lexicon to grow. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we will give a brief 
overview of statistical language modeling and the basic mathematics involved in it. In 
section 3 we describe the multi-level structural division and one-level structural division 
of the language. In section 4 we give a short overview of the published works that might 
be relevant for the planned research. In section 5 the proposed research of heterogeneous 
statistical language model is outlined. There we also list the main problems and questions 
revealed so far. The section 6 gives a small example of the problem. The last section 
concludes the paper.
2 Statistical Language Modeling
The purpose of statistical language modeling is to capture the regularities present 
in a language into the statistical framework. The model consists of two parts: a lexicon 
and the probabilistic parameter space. The lexicon is simply a list of language elements, 
usually words. The set of parameters describe the regularities between the lexicon 
elements in a probabilistic manner. 
The most common approach is to model the regularities between the words with the 
chain of conditional probabilities:
(1)
The probability of the next word wi is predicted on the history w1...wi-1 observed. 
Usually not the whole history of a word will be used for prediction, because this would 
require an immense amount of parameters. It is a common method to make the Markov 
assumption that the probability of the next word is conditioned only on some ﬁ xed 
length history. For example, considering the history of two previous words only, the 
model will get the form:
(2)
In general, such models are called n-gram models where n-1 determines the length 
of the history the next word is conditioned on. Thus the model, where the next word is 
conditioned on the last word only, is called bigram model and the model conditioned on 
the last two preceding words is called trigram model.
The conditional probabilities with history length equal to n-1 are calculated from 
the training corpus as follows:
(3)
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One important aspect is how to measure the goodness of a speciﬁ c model. The 
goodness can be tested by using the language model in a NLP application like ASR and 
the results are reported in the means of accuracy of the application, namely word error 
rate (WER) in ASR. In many occasions the appropriate NLP application is not available 
or it is too costly to integrate the language model into the application framework just for 
testing purposes [7]. In such cases a computational measure called perplexity is used. 
The common approach is to put a small amount of training corpus (usually 10%) aside 
for the purpose of perplexity evaluation and not to use this part for the model training. 
The perplexity is given with the equation:
(4)
In this equation the exponent is equal to the entropy of the data; p(x) over all x is 
the prior probability of the test data. As the real probability distribution of the test data 
is not known, p(x) is substituted by q(x) which is the observed probability distribution 
(posterior probability) of the training data. Thus the equation for calculating the 
perplexity of the test data gets the form:
(5)
N is the number of elements in the test set and the reciprocal of N is substituted for 
p(x) for denoting the empirical distribution of the test data.
Perplexity measures the uncertainty that the model has towards the test data. The 
better the model ﬁ ts to the test data distribution the less the model is uncertain about 
the data and thus the lower the perplexity. It is common practice to evaluate different 
models on the same test data set and endeavor toward models, which result in smaller 
perplexity.
Another measure used in statistical language modeling is the Out Of Vocabulary 
(OOV) rate which measures how many words of the test data were not present in the 
model’s lexicon.
3 Structure of the Language
3.1 Multi-Level Structural Division
Language can be viewed as existing of structural elements of different size. We can 
organize them as different levels of language structure. The ﬁ rst level constitutes the 
smallest structural elements – characters. The next structural elements according to size 
are morphemes. From morphemes the words will be constructed. Words are organized 
into phrases, which in turn are used to make clauses and ﬁ nally sentences. Sentences are 
organized into paragraphs, which in turn are parts of some bigger text.
It is obvious that the bigger the size of the language structure, the more there are 
different elements on that level. For example, there are only about 100 characters in 
the extended Latin alphabet, while the amount of different meaningful sentences is 
practically inﬁ nite.
In such a way we have constructed the multi-level structural division of a language. 
We started with the character level and ended with the level, where the whole texts could 
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be considered as entities. We can consider each level of this structural imagination of 
language to be of homogeneous type. This means, that each level consists of entities with 
the same or similar structure: character level contains the whole alphabet, morpheme 
level consists solely of morphemes, word level contains only words etc. Each level will 
cover the language totally, when we are allowed to have a theoretical lexicon of inﬁ nite 
size.
3.2 One-level Structural Division
As a kind of opposition we now want to look at a structural division of a language, 
where there is only one level, which contains the entities that can be deﬁ ned to be of 
heterogeneous type. This approach has been adopted by cognitive linguists in whose 
works such entities are called constructions (see for example [13]). Constructions can 
be morphemes, words, idioms, partially lexically ﬁ lled and fully general linguistic 
patterns. 
Almost the same idea is expressed in [19], where the notion Morpheme Equivalent 
Unit (MEU) is adopted.  The deﬁ nition of MEU is given: a word or word string, 
whether incomplete or including gaps for inserted variable items, that is processed like 
a morpheme.
The constructionists’ partially lexically ﬁ lled patterns conform to partly-ﬁ xed 
frames, which is just one possible type of MEU.  The process of deciding whether some 
pattern is construction or MEU is slightly differently motivated by both cases. A pattern 
is recognized as a construction as long as some aspect of its form or function is not 
strictly predictable from its component parts or from other constructions recognized to 
exist, while the ﬁ nding of MEU-s follows the concept of Need Only Analysis (NOA), 
where nothing is broken down into smaller structural elements, unless there is a speciﬁ c 
need for it. This means that the input is checked against the existing lexicon units and 
only where the variation is identiﬁ ed between the lexicon and input text, the further 
analysis follows, leading to the possible insertion of a new MEU into the lexicon. 
4 Related Work
In addition to conventional word-based n-gram language models, among which 
trigram and bigram models are the most common, there are several more complex 
methods proposed. In our research we are most interested in the models, where 1) the 
n-grams are not restricted to the sequence of words observed alongside in the training 
corpus; 2) the grammatical structure of the language is captured; and 3) some linguistic 
patterns are revealed. Also we are interested in methods for automatic morpheme 
discovery, because this might give an insight of how to ﬁ nd the morpheme-like units, 
which may also extend over several words.
One big class constitute the models that learn the syntactical structure of the training 
corpus. In [2] ﬁ rst the sentence structure in the means of Parts-Of-Speech (POS) tags 
is estimated and then most likely words in places of POS tags are found. Models 
described in [4], [6],  [8] and [20] create for each input sentence a parse-tree, which 
takes into account also head-words of the sentence parsed so far, enabling to capture the 
dependencies of the words, which are not alongside in the sentence.  
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The model in [5] makes use of dependency grammar, which is created separately for 
each training sentence. The grammars are presented by directed graphs, showing which 
words are dependent on each other.
In [12] instead of the conventional n-grams the multigrams are used. Fixed m is 
given and all n-s in n-grams must satisfy the inequality n <= m.
The model in [15] is trained using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). The words 
are also provided with their POS-tags, the latter information being used in the training 
process. In the training also the information about content words and stop words is used, 
helping to catch the dependencies between the words more accurately.
The methods for expressing the dependencies of the words not been alongside in 
the training corpus are presented in [16] and [18]. In [16] those dependencies are called 
triggers, while in [18] they are called intermediate distance n-grams. The essential 
nature of the both constructions is the same; they are basically n-grams, in which certain 
number of words is allowed to be between the words the n-gram consists of.
The models with lexicon consisting of morphemes instead of words are presented 
for example in [1], [3] and [10]. The methods for unsupervised discovery of morphemes 
from a text corpus are described in [9] and [14]. In [11] the morphemes discovered from 
a corpus are used for ﬁ nding the multi-word structural patterns from the language.
5 Heterogeneous Statistical Language Model
The essence of the thesis will be established on the heterogeneity of the language 
structure. We will make a kind of simpliﬁ cation and from this point forward we will use 
the notation of MEU to refer to any structural language pattern, be it morpheme, word 
or a multi-word expression. 
The planned scope of the research includes extracting the lexicon consisting of 
MEU-s from a text corpus and building the statistical language model. Two main 
questions have to be answered:
─ How to ﬁ nd and extract the relevant MEU-s from the text corpus?
─ How to build a statistical language model based on this lexicon?
We now inspect the both problems a little bit closer and we start with the problem 
of segmenting the text corpus into heterogeneous entities MEUs. First it must be pointed 
out that the objective of segmenting the corpus is to extract a certain amount of elements 
to be put into the lexicon of a statistical language model. The size of the lexicon can 
vary to some extent, but for practical reasons it must stay into certain borders, which, as 
already mentioned, are usually between 50K and 120K items. As we already explained, 
the bigger structural elements we consider as lexicon items, the more language structure 
will be stored into the lexicon; alas the bigger lexicon size is necessary for covering 
the same amount of language and preserving the low OOV rate. In a situation where 
the lexicon size is ﬁ xed in terms that its upper limit is given, two degrees of freedom 
remain – the amount of structure preserved and the amount of language covered. Now 
we come to some questions or sub-problems:
─ How to measure the amount of preserved structure with a certain lexicon 
selection? 
─ How to decide that the balance between structure and coverage in circumstances 
of certain lexicon size has been achieved?
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─ How to achieve this balance between the preservation of structure and coverage 
of the language with the ﬁ xed lexicon size?
First we need to get the text corpus segmented into elements to be potentially put into 
lexicon. When building a lexicon where the items are allowed to have only homogeneous 
structure, this task is simple. It is easy to ﬁ nd the set of all distinct words of a corpus, 
calculate the frequencies of occurrences for each word and take the ﬁ rst N most frequent 
words to be put into lexicon. The task is a bit more complicated with morphemes as 
specialized algorithms are necessary for ﬁ nding the morpheme borders in the words. 
If the morpheme sequence has been discovered the same process as with words can 
be carried out to form a lexicon. The task is however not trivial with heterogeneous 
elements, because there are no clear borders between the different elements in the text 
and also the elements can overlap each other in the sense that a word may constitute a 
MEU while there might be another multi-word MEU containing the same word. So we 
need to devise a method for ﬁ nding the possible MEU-s from the text corpus. We have 
not yet performed any research in this matter, but the following ideas could serve as a 
starting point:
─ The types of elements the text is to be segmented to could be restricted to 
morphemes, words and multiword expressions.
─ The list of all such elements with their frequencies could be formed;
─ There are several possible ways of how to approach to ﬁ nding the multi-word 
expressions. For example 1) ﬁ nd the most frequent collocations within the 
sentence; 2) adopt the Part Of Speech (POS) tags to ﬁ nd the patterns with gaps, 
where some certain types of words (nouns, verbs etc) can be inserted into.
It must be noticed that the result of such an activity is not a proper segmentation of 
text but rather a list of textual patterns and this list has the heterogeneous structure as it 
may contain morphemes, words as well as multi-word expressions.
Next task is to select the proper elements from the list to be inserted into the lexicon. 
Due to the circumstances that the list will contain also the multi-word MEU-s, there 
might be several sets of items that can equally well form a lexicon and this means we 
need to devise a method for selecting the most optimal set of elements, which preserves 
the structure of the language best, while covering the most language at the same time.
Let us assume now that we have been able to extract the relevant heterogeneous 
entities into the lexicon which represents an optimal balance between the structure 
retained and language covered. As our longer goal has been to build a statistical 
language model then logically the question follows: how to use this lexicon for building 
a statistical language model? How to build up the conditional probabilities between the 
lexicon items considering that some of them are multi-word expressions and may even 
contain gaps and most probably some of them are overlapping each other? 
There remains yet one important question of how to measure the goodness of this 
language model comparing to other statistical language models? As was explained 
before, there are two common methods of measuring the goodness of a language 
model – 1) computationally and 2) by evaluating the output of a NLP application where 
the model has been incorporated into. In both cases the evaluation of the model has to be 
set up as a comparison of the proposed model with a baseline model using some widely 
accepted conﬁ guration. The most common approach in statistical language modeling is 
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to use conventional bigram and trigram models as baseline models. The computational 
evaluation would then involve forming the proposed model and appropriate baseline 
models based on the same training data and calculating the perplexity measures for all 
models for training and also some unseen test data.
Different NLP applications set different speciﬁ c requirements to the statistical 
language model to be used. Therefore, in order to evaluate the goodness of a model 
according to the output of an application, it is necessary to choose a speciﬁ c application 
the statistical language model has to be adapted to. In addition, as one of the targets of our 
research is to devise a language-independent method for ﬁ nding the proper heterogeneous 
entities that could be used as building blocks in the statistical language model, the 
validation of the model should involve experiments with different languages.
6 Example
We now try to give some examples of how the heterogeneous segmentation of 
an English sentence could look like. As we currently do not yet have any method 
implementation available, which would segment the text into heterogeneous entities, 
the given examples present just the idea of what kind of segmentation we would expect 
to emerge.  We also have to remind that the aim is to produce a data-driven segmentation 
method, which is by no means objective and is solely dependent on the data it is applied 
to. One of the input parameters to the system is planned to be the maximum number 
of elements the vocabulary can contain. Thus, the resulting segmentation will also be 
dependent on this parameter. For example, if the capacity of the vocabulary is for some 
reason only as much as 30 elements then if the corpus is Estonian text, we can put only 
single characters into the lexicon.  While the amount of the lexicon grows, the more 
morphemes could be put into the lexicon, until at some point most frequent words will 
emerge as vocabulary element candidates. The moment when bigger structural elements 
will start to enter into the vocabulary is different with different languages, making the 
result of different languages structurally very different.
As an example we will look now the following English sentences: 
Everything was going by the plan. Dinner was ready at eight as expected. 
The possible segmentation of those sentences following our intuition is given below. 
The result is presented so that after each segment the structural type of the segment is 
given in brackets. The structural type phrase should not be taken literally, as we use it to 
describe any parts longer than words.
Everything [word] was [ﬁ rst part of the phrase] go [morpheme going into the 
phrase gap] ing [second part of the phrase] by the plan [phrase]. Dinner [word] was 
[word] ready [word] at [word] eight [word] as expected [phrase].
We must note that even this short segmentation is deﬁ nitely arguable, because some 
of the parts segmented as words could be segmented as phrases with slots: was [part 
of the phrase] ready [word to be put into the phrase gap], at [part of the phrase] eight 
[word to be put into the phrase gap]. It is very difﬁ cult to estimate, how these things 
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would work out in a real experiment. The ambiguity of the possible results speaks in the 
favor of the argument that the true quality of the method will be revealed only through 
an application. 
7 Conclusion
We presented an outline for a doctoral research, which objective is to construct 
a statistical language model of heterogeneous language entities, by heterogeneousity 
meaning here that the language elements used could be any of morphemes, words or 
multi-words expressions. In order the reach the objective, the following problems must 
be tackled:
1. Find the list of heterogeneous elements of a text corpus;
2. Create an optimal lexicon of ﬁ xed size by ﬁ nding the optimal balance between 
the preservation of the language structure and coverage of the language.
3. Use this lexicon for building a heterogeneous statistical language model.
There are several advantages we see the proposed model could have over the 
conventional statistical language models. First, with such model there would be no need 
to state explicitly beforehand of what base units the model will be constructed. The 
set of optimal base units to be put into the lexicon would be automatically detected 
based on the training corpus and structural preference of the items will probably be 
different for different languages. It might as well happen that with some languages the 
bordering situation will occur, where the optimal lexicon will consist only of items of 
homogeneous structure, but with the proposed model, there would be no need for a prior 
language-speciﬁ c decision for that.
The another major possible advantage we see, is that the more structure the model 
lexicon will preserve while at the same time having the high coverage of the language, 
the better results are expected to be output by a NLP application.
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